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WELCOME

LESLEY MOODY MBE – PRESIDENT

Economic results a “wake-up call”
We are celebrating the contribution of people to businesses in this special issue

10

With March 29 now been and gone and

across key areas including cashflow and

held our Chamber Showcase at the

the UK still part of the EU, the impact

exporting.

North East Expo at the Kingston Park

of Brexit continues to loom large over

The warning signs are clear. I hope

Falcons ground. It was a fantastic

our region. Our Quarterly Economic

these results will serve as a wake-up

opportunity for many of our members to

Survey (QES) results clearly illustrated

call to Government and politicians who

network with each other and the wider
business community.

“It is the people of our region, like those
attending and visiting the Expo, who make it so
successful and I’m delighted that this issue of
Contact celebrates them, our strongest asset”

It is the people of our region, like
those attending and visiting the Expo,
who make it so successful and I’m
delighted that this issue of Contact
celebrates them, our strongest asset.
The Chamber’s strapline is Together
We Grow Stronger, and I’m looking
forward to meeting many of you at our

the struggles some businesses in our

continue to focus on Westminster spats

AGM on May 23. I know we will have

region are facing due to the lack of

rather than the real needs and concerns

plenty to discuss and update you on in

clarity on our future trading relationship

of businesses in regions such as ours.

relation to the issues and opportunities

with the EU, leading to downward trends

On a more positive note we recently

facing our region in the next 12 months.
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WELCOME

JAMES RAMSBOTHAM CBE - CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Time to end
Brexit paralysis
Ongoing confusion about Brexit and the uncertainty it is creating
is affecting the ability of businesses to make long-term plans, and
government must listen to the concerns of Chamber members on this
issue
James Ramsbotham CBE
Chief executive
@NEEChamberJames

Since my last column there has

the Smile for Life Children’s Charity, Julie

been much to celebrate, despite the

talked on the theme of bold risks and a

exigencies along the way.

‘bit of luck’ that had helped shaped their

We held a successful Heathrow
Summit earlier in May, providing our
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careers.
The Expo is just one way we try

members with the chance to bid

to support our members. The latest

for contracts as part of the airport’s

statistics on the current state of the

expansion. I wholeheartedly commend

Region’s economy make it very clear

their approach to ensure the country as

how challenging it is for so many

a whole is encouraged to take advantage

businesses and how hard it is to blaze

of the business opportunities on offer.

a trail.

The supply chain networking events are

In our Quarterly Economic Survey,

first class and I know how much they are

members reported significantly slower

listens to the concerns raised by our

appreciated by our members.

sales - both domestically and overseas

members. They must focus on measures

- than this time last year. The future

to reduce the costs to businesses when

networking, especially at the region’s

outlook for exports among our service

recruiting and training staff.

largest business-to-business event:

businesses is also of particular concern.

May has been a good month for

the North East Expo at Kingston Park

The results indicated that uncertainty

Throughout the last two years, all our
country’s leaders have focussed on is

Falcons Rugby Ground. We are always

is having a real impact on businesses’

Brexit. These statistics show that we

delighted to support this event with

investment plans. Scores for investment

need to devote time and energy to all

our ‘Chamber Showcase’, encouraging

in both people and equipment, whilst still

the other important issues which must

members to extend their networks and

positive, have fallen back by 7.6 and 6.4

be tackled. We now have another six

grow their businesses with the hundreds

percentage points respectively since this

months before we the next planned date

of visitors and exhibitors.

time last year.

to leave the EU. It is imperative that we

There is always so much opportunity

Latest employment figures cause

bring an end to this Brexit paralysis.

for members to learn from the many

similar alarm, with our region showing

and varied speakers at the Expo. This

the lowest employment rate and highest

to learn from its shambolic performance

one was no exception. At the Chamber

unemployment rate of any region. The

sine June 2016. Our political leaders

we work hard to champion diversity,

gap between the employment rate in

must use this time to work with the EU

particularly supporting women in

the North East and the national average

to offer business as much certainty and

business through our Inspiring Females

has doubled over the past year, and the

clarity as possible. We need a future

work. I was delighted, therefore, that

employment rate in the South West,

relationship which works for the long

our own International Trade Director,

the best-performing region, is now 9

term interests of the Region and its

Julie Underwood, spoke publicly about

percentage points higher than the rate in

employers..

her own route to success. With fellow

the North East.

businesswoman, Paula Gascoigne from

It is imperative that Government

Government has been given a lifeline

The ongoing confusion around our
future relationship with the EU is having
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increasingly damaging impact on our economy and our futures.

workshop to encourage closer relationships between these two

The Withdrawal Agreement, as currently proposed, does not

vital sectors.

provide any clarity or reassurance regarding the relationship with
our biggest marketplace: the EU.
This means that the UK could be binding itself to leave on
hugely unfavourable terms without the ability to pull back. The
Leave campaign was centred on a brighter future. We should
expect no less.
It is incredible that, nearly three years after the vote, members

Members tell us that improving careers advice in schools is a
priority. There is a clear need for young people to aspire to and
appreciate the great reasons to build their careers here - rather
than assume they must leave the region to work.
We have many members who are contributing to increasing
awareness on employability, notably Esh Group with their
‘Building My Skills’ programme, Nifco, Gestamp Tallent, Jacobs

still don’t know how much their costs could change or how to

and the Endeavour Partnership. All their work is ensuring pupils

ensure the quality and competitiveness for their products with

understand what exciting roles are out there in the real world

our neighbours across the North Sea.

and what they need to do to make themselves employable.

Increasingly, we are also seeing stock-piling being increased

These firms are clear that the benefits aren’t just for the

dramatically, impacting on cash flow and creating pressures

school students but also their own businesses. Closer links with

on warehousing. There is a real threat that it will make our

education provide their colleagues with learning opportunities

businesses damagingly uncompetitive

in mentoring and presentation skills, whilst also raising brand

The statistics of Government’s handling of Brexit speak for
themselves. We have had over two years of negotiations and
we have made imperceptible progress. This is symbolic of

awareness of their firms and creating a superb talent scouting
exercise.
The next generation of our workforce deserves to have a level

the ineffective leadership and detached approach pursued

playing field on which to launch their careers and to live and

throughout the Brexit process.

work within a region where they are able to perform to the best

To conclude, on a forward-looking and more positive note, I
was delighted that, in partnership with the Tees Valley Combined
Authority, we recently held a Linking Business with Education

of its abilities, maximising their potential.
We continue to campaign to create this North East for
everyone.

NEWS

Chamber member news round-up
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Gateshead College CEO Judith Doyle with students

E D U C AT I O N

Gateshead College
named number one
A great accolade for the college as it hits the number one spot for post-16 education and training
Gateshead College has been ranked the best performing college
in England for post-16 education and training. Figures from

in the academic year 2017/18.
The ESFA data shows college performance tables for

the Education Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) show an overall

achievement rates based on the number of students staying on at

achievement rate of 96 per cent, more than 10 per cent above the

college and successfully achieving qualifications.

national rate for further education colleges.
At Gateshead College there were 16,500 enrolments to further
education courses including A Levels and vocational programmes

This is the fifth year running Gateshead College has been
ranked in the top six best colleges in England and last year was
ranked in second place.

NEWS

Mike Barton chief constable of Durham Constabulary, with Waterstons’ Michael Stirrup, Susan Bell,
Alistair McLeod and Leanne Cullen

IT SERVICES

Waterstons unveils Durham HQ
UK business and IT consultancy Waterstons has marked its 25th anniversary of business
growth with the official opening of its bespoke Durham HQ in Aykley Heads Business
Park.
In 2018 Waterstons achieved a turnover of over £11.7m, and a 64 per cent increase
in profitability. This year it will recruit 20 new graduates, placement students and

Lara Mellor

TRAINING

New STEM
ambassador
triples turnover

apprentices.
Currently Waterstons employs 166 consultants with significant growth plans across its

Lara Mellor of Microsoft training

Durham, London and Glasgow offices. The company, which provides technology based

specialist Lara Mellor Training is to

solutions to improve performance and competitive edge, serves clients across a range

become a STEM (science, technology,

of sectors including manufacturing, architecture, engineering and construction, higher

engineering and mathematics)

education, distribution and transport and housing.

ambassador for the Northumberland
area after registering for the opportunity
through RTC North.

MINING

SIM Academy wins Banks training contract

She will help encourage students to
consider further study of STEM subjects
and progression into related careers.
“My goal is to inspire the next

A County Durham-based training provider has been chosen by North East employer

generation of STEM professionals. It

Banks Mining to help further enhance workplace skills of the plant operations team at its

offers the chance to give something

Bradley surface mine near Leadgate.

back to education and the wider

Mick Gray, who runs SIM Academy, is now working with members of the team at
the Bradley site as they progress towards a total of 19 Level 2 NVQs in Mobile Plant
Operations.
The nationally-recognised qualification covers a wide range of the plant equipment

community,” Lara said.
Lara relocated her business
from the South East to Warkworth,
Northumberland two years ago and

used at the site, including excavators, dozers, shovels, dump trucks and graders, and

has since tripled her turnover and client

combines observations of practical work with one-to-one instruction on areas such as

base.

site safety procedures, small maintenance tasks and standard operational procedures.
Mick Gray set up SIM Academy six months ago after spending 20 years working as a

She delivers bespoke training
programmes that allow clients to learn

plant operator himself, as well as in training and demonstrator roles with UK Coal and

new skills that can be put into practice

Caterpillar.

immediately after each session.
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NEWS

E D U C AT I O N

North East colleges merge
Sunderland College and Northumberland College have merged
to create a new group of colleges under the brand Education
Partnership North East.
Sunderland College successfully merged with Hartlepool
Sixth Form College in September 2017. This latest partnership
with Northumberland College will produce one of the largest
academic, professional and technical education colleges in the
country, with an annual turnover of £54m and student numbers
of over 21,000.
The merged college will shape an innovative post-16
curriculum that spans an extensive range of industry sectors.
Rob Lawson (Northumberland College chairman of governors) and Ellen
Thinnesen (Sunderland College chief executive)
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Apprentice Aaron Ditchburn at work alongside Dave Nichols (centre) of Halfords Autocentres and Ivan Jepson of Gateshead College

TRAINING

Car repair firm’s apprenticeship scheme hits road
Halfords Autocentres is rolling out a national apprenticeship

the Motor Industry – will allow students to progress onto a level

programme with eight colleges around the country to train

3 qualification that equips them with a varied range of skills and

the next generation of motor vehicle service and maintenance

knowledge of vehicle maintenance and diagnostics, customer

technicians.

service and hybrid technology.

It has chosen Gateshead College to deliver the training in the
North East.
The two-year apprenticeship – recognised by the Institute of

Around 70 apprentices have enrolled onto the scheme,
including eight in the North East where Gateshead College is
delivering the training.

NEWS

SOCIAL MEDIA

L-R: Volunteering at Fusion Dementia Café are Teesside branch manager, Tony Arena, chief executive at
Cleveland Alzheimers Residential Centre, Gayle Tweed, and customer Marjorie Johnson

SME confusion
over social media
Confusion and misunderstanding in

CHARITIES

the SME business community when

Park launches charity fund

it comes to harnessing the power of

The North East’s largest independent electrical wholesaler, Park Electrical Distributors,

in new research carried out for the

has launched the Park Charity Fund. The company has pledged to match all funds raised

Marketing Trust by Northumbria

by staff to a maximum of £25,000 during the first year.

University.

It will assist three regional charities, Cleveland Alzheimers Residential Centre, the Heel

social media has been highlighted

The Marketing Trust and academics

& Toe Children’s Charity, which is based in Chester-le-Street and supports children with

from Newcastle Business School

cerebral palsy and other physical disabilities and Darcey’s Dream, a Blyth-based charity

collaborated on the project, which

which assists newly bereaved families.

is designed to support the UK
SME business-to-business (B2B)
community to enhance their current

RECRUITMENT

marketing practices and approach to

Steel fund backs
recruitment firm

social media.

A Middlesbrough-based recruitment

when it comes to effective B2B

company has taken on a new team

social media marketing. A supporting

member and moved into larger offices

toolkit, which utilises the research,

with the help of finance from UK Steel

aims to help business overcome these

Enterprise’s Regeneration Fund.

challenges.

The report, ‘The role of social media
in a business to business environment’
identifies seven critical challenges

Hainton Recruitment Group (HRG),

The 12-month study found, for

started in 2015 by Tom Smith, focuses

example, that many SMEs were not

on placing software developers and

sure which social media platforms are

testers in roles across the North East

most relevant to them or how to use

and Yorkshire.

social media to drive engagement as

The business has received £7,500
from UK Steel Enterprise’s Regeneration
Fund, designed to support fledgling
businesses.

part of an integrated B2B marketing
HRG founder Tom Smith with Sarah Thorpe of UK
Steel Enterprise. Back: Robyn Jackson and Qasim
Asghar of HRG

communications strategy. Issues
around resourcing and responsibility
were also cited.
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NEWS

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Nifco UK gets a
facelift
After more than 50 years of trading, local
automotive manufacturer, Nifco UK has undergone
a significant rebrand project to modernise its
corporate identity and strengthen its vision and
values.
Nifco manufactures parts used in the engines,
interiors and exteriors of cars produced by Ford,
General Motors, Honda , Jaguar Land Rover,
Nissan, Renault, Toyota and Vauxhall Opel.
Erika Marshall, marketing and communications
manager at Nifco UK said: “The update to our
corporate identity and philosophy is the outcome
of a directive from our parent company, Nifco Inc,
in Japan. What you see today is the result of a
huge amount of research and planning at our head

18

Erika Marshall alongside the new branding

office in Tokyo.”

MANUFACTURING

RMS nets NSK contract
A Darlington recruitment firm is celebrating after winning a large
contract with a major County Durham manufacturer.
Resource Management Solutions (RMS) is now the exclusive HR and
recruitment partner of Peterlee-based NSK, one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of bearings, linear technology and steering systems.
Darlington-based RMS works with companies of varying sizes, from
niche local specialists to global blue-chip sector leaders across a wide
range of industries, to provide recruitment, payroll and HR managed
services.
RMS successfully managed the TUPE transfer of 160 workers and
will be working in partnership with NSK until at least 2022, with
responsibility for employee engagement, on-boarding, departure
RMS operations director Matthew Telling with NSK HR manager Steve
Metcalfe

management, HR compliance, HR administration and reporting.

RECRUITMENT

Four join BMC
Newcastle’s BMC Recruitment Group, situated in Newcastle upon

Elkin as (finance consultant), Matt Wragg (senior consultant

Tyne, has made several key new appointments. Four new team

technology) and Sandra Tang (marketing manager).

members join the rapidly growing recruitment consultancy.
They are Kathryn Lee (managing finance consultant), Nick

BMC delivers specialist recruitment solutions in finance,
technology, insurance, sales and marketing and executive search.

NEWS

MARKETING

TECHNOLOGY

North East businesses collaborate
for growth

Saggezza continues
rapid expansion

Two North East businesses have formed a strategic partnership in order to achieve

A global tech business with a fast-

growth through shared expertise.

growing Sunderland office has added

Sunderland-based Narrative Communications and Newcastle-based SEAO Talent

ten new technical roles to its team,

Partners will work together to support each other with strategic marketing and tailored

having seen the scope of one of its

recruitment.

major accounts extended.

As experts in marketing, design, media buying, public relations and social media,

Sunderland Software Centre-based

Narrative supported SEAO throughout its launch and will continue to work with the

Saggezza, which develops technology

newly-formed talent consultancy in order to help it reach its ambitious goals.

solutions for clients around the world,

SEAO will in return support Narrative with its ongoing recruitment needs – providing

has added to its number with the highly-

tailored solutions to fill upcoming positions in both the agency’s client partnership and

skilled developers, who will work as

delivery teams, and designing and facilitating a candidate journey on their behalf.

part of a dedicated new team providing
support to a global investment bank.
The company, headquartered in
the US with two additional offices in
India, has taken on the cohort of java
developers to allow it to deliver on a
specific long-term project for its client,
and if it proves a success, more specialist
teams could be recruited to work in a
similar way.

CO M M U N I C AT I O N S

Cellular Solutions
triumphs in O2
awards
Sunderland-based business
communications and systems specialist
Cellular Solutions is celebrating after

H O S P I TA L I T Y

AA upgrade at Blackwell Grange

receiving national recognition for its
customer service.
The company won the Customer
Excellence Award in the recent O2

Darlington’s Blackwell Grange Hotel, which back to 1693, has been awarded its official

Customer and Digital Excellence Awards

AA 4-star Rating following a recent multi-million-pound investment.

2019. The award was presented to

The refurbishment aimed to preserve the hotel’s unique character while bringing it
into line with modern requirements.

Cellular Solutions’ managing director
Mike Bowers and retention manager Niki

The building became a hotel in 1970 and now features three function suites, 108

Halliday at an event held at The Royal

bedrooms, three bars, nine further function rooms, a restaurant and leisure facilities,

Armouries White Tower venue at The

including a swimming pool and gym.

Tower of London.
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MAKING CONNECTIONS

Edwardian
venue makes
perfect
backdrop for
mystery event
Darlington Hippodrome theatre and Tall Tales
Mysteries teamed up to present a special
performance after representatives from the two
organisations met at a Chamber event. Mark Lane
hears how the relationship developed

A confession first of all: I’m not really a fan of murder mystery
events, with the idea of being involved in interactive shows of
any kind not really being something I would take part in with any
great relish.
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However, the thought of a murder mystery event taking place
inside a theatre, with the action happening in all parts of the
building, including the various galleries, in the wings and the

Lynda Winstanley (left) with Sara West

wardrobe, in parts of the building usually out of bounds to the
public – now that’s something I can buy into.
In fact, attending a murder mystery event taking place at
Darlington’s wonderful Hippodrome building is a no-brainer
really. The idea for the event came about thanks to a meeting
of minds between Lynda Winstanley, Darlington Hippodrome
theatre director, and Sara West, who runs Tall Tales Mysteries.
We caught up with both to find out what, precisely, the event
will entail and how such events are growing in popularity
generally – even managing to win over doubters such as myself.
For the uninitiated, Darlington Hippodrome re-opened at
the end of 2017 following a £13.7m restoration which not only

“It’s a beautiful place and the
recent refurbishment has made it
even more stunning. We’re going to
be taking our audience back stage,
into all sorts of spaces they might
not have lingered in before, and
our plot just fits perfectly there”

reinstated much of its Edwardian splendour, but also totally
reimagined the space for a new generation of theatre-goers.
Lynda told Contact how the Hippodrome, “plays a key
role in the cultural life of the region and has been a source of
entertainment since Edwardian times, enjoying a very loyal
following and hosting performances by great names and of
enormous variety”. The building itself is Grade II listed, an iconic
structure and the source of immense civic pride.
The idea for a murder mystery event came about when Lynda
met Sara at a networking event held by North East England
Chamber of Commerce at the Hippodrome itself.
“I felt there was potentially a crossover between our aspiration
to find new ways to engage people with our heritage and the
events which Tall Tales were organising around the region,”
Lynda says.
Accordingly, the show, which takes place in May, is called
Murder in the Wings and invites people to step into a murder
mystery and immerse themselves in a story that takes them
behind the scenes in the Edwardian theatre. Tall Tales Mysteries’
cast of actors will invite them to turn detective and solve the
crime.
The idea is that people have a fun evening of entertainment
but, equally importantly, learn more about the theatre, its history
and how it operates today.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

theatre, performed around our guests

mystery night before but I have drawers

involved,” Lynda says. “It’s something

and then improvised elements when our

full of feedback from happy guests and

a bit different so we are all looking

actors (or suspects) go to the tables to

we love it when venues book us again

forward to it.”

talk to guests and answer any questions

and again.”

“All members of our team are

Sara and her team are also relishing
the opportunity to put on a performance

they have about what they’ve seen.
“Our suspects stay in character all

In terms of the event at Darlington
Hippodrome, Sara and her network

at the theatre. She reveals herself as a

evening and they are brilliant at one-

of actors cannot wait to get started.

big fan of the theatre in any case, and

liners and ad libs. We have scripts for

She enthuses: “We’re all really excited

the chance to work with the venue was

three actors right up to six actors and a

about bringing a murder mystery to

one not to be missed.

plot for every occasion.”

the Hippodrome. We’ve got a great

Sara says: “Why would I not want to

What about audience participation?

plot and our cast are just so funny, but

work with the Darlington Hippodrome?

As indicated earlier, this might not be

even better, we’re not just performing

“It’s a beautiful place and the recent

to the tastes of everybody but, as Sara

in one room or space, we’re taking the

refurbishment has made it even more

suggests, the shows as much as anything

audience on a tour around the theatre.

stunning. We’re going to be taking our

are about getting the audience talking

audience back stage, into all sorts of

among themselves. Sara adds: “My

completely different for us and for our

spaces they might not have lingered in

favourite piece of feedback was from

audience too, I hope.”

before, and our plot just fits perfectly

one guest who told us coming along to

there.

one of our murder mysteries was like

“It’s also a great chance for us to
reach a theatre-going audience who
might not have been to one of our

‘being part of the show but not having
to learn any lines’.
“They are a great way of spending

murder mystery nights before. We think

an evening with friends or even getting

they’ll love what we have planned.”

to know complete strangers on your

Sara and her actors actually work right
across the region, creating interactive
theatre for all manner of venues and
events.
She says: “I write all our scripts and

thinking.
“I think everyone loves the thought of
turning detective and solving a mystery
and once people have been to one of
our mysteries they tend to want to come

North East who go out and perform

back again.

“Each of our scripts has elements of

21

table! They certainly get you talking and

we have teams of actors around the
wherever they are wanted.

“This is going to be something

“It can be tricky to convince clients
to try us if they’ve not had a murder

Darlington Hippodrome
www.darlingtonhippodrome.co.uk
@DarlingtonHipp
Tall Tales Mysteries
www.talltalesmysteries.com
@TallTalesMystry
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Bringing home lessons
from the ‘Atlanta Way’
Julie Underwood, North East England Chamber of Commerce international trade director, shares
experiences from a fruitful recent trade mission to the US city of Atlanta including how to win tech
business and its inspirational Women’s Entrepreneurship Initiative

Julie Underwood
julie.underwood@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberJulie

I

t’s not often when you go on a global trade mission that you
get a chance to say it was a home from home but my recent
visit to Atlanta felt very much like that.
This edition of Contact has the theme of people and
the business community in that part of the United States
was very much centred on helping each other to succeed and
build networks. It was very similar to how we work to support our
members, who in turn, support each other as well.
One of the reasons I think it was such a welcoming city is that
despite it being a massive financial player in the US economy, with
the highest density of Fortune 500 companies, it doesn’t get the
volume of visitors of San Francisco, Los Angeles or New York, as
these three major cities are often the first port of call.
The area is also proud of its uniqueness in being so open and
supportive, indeed it regularly talks about the ‘Atlanta Way’. Just
as we know we are in our region, the businesspeople there have a
similar warmth in their attitude to each other.
During the trade mission itself, not only did we get great help
from our hosts, which included household names like Virgin and
CNN (where I got to do a spoof newscast and weather report) our
own businesses were brilliant.
Everyone on the trade mission was automatically out of their
comfort zones. They are away from their own workplaces, homes
and families and have to be ready to do business 24/7, yet they were
all readily sharing advice and tips with others on the mission. It was
an intense, action-packed five days but so worthwhile.
Our businesses were able to learn a huge amount in a short
amount of time and the support of everyone on the mission was
very much part of that achievement.
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The focus of the trip was the tech sector and we had great help
from two of our partner members Womble Bond Dickinson and
Sage plc, who have bases in Atlanta.
All of the advice from the entrepreneurs and business leaders
over there was first class. For example, they said as a general
rule we, as a country, are far too reluctant to actually ask for the
business at the end of a sales pitch. The good news is that we are
apparently pretty good at selling ourselves, Americans love our
quirkiness, but we need to close that deal.
Other really beneficial advice was very pertinent to our tech
companies. The Atlanta tech business leaders said they take a
specific approach to winning work, where they really bottom
out the customer’s problem. Once it is crystal clear what needs
to be done, the consultant or firm then packages up their skills
and services to present a solution which is very specific to that
customer.
In their view, British companies often approach US customers
by saying we can do this, this and this, basically giving a list of
technical services. The US tech consultants prefer to think of
being in partnership with their customers, to solve the problem, or
exploit the opportunities together.
We always encourage our businesses on these missions to really
do their homework before travelling overseas. It makes a huge
difference when you have your ideal contacts ready and primed to
meet you.
With our partners at the Department for International Trade
we also ensure there are plenty of potentially fruitful meetings and
conversations. A number of people on this Atlanta trip reported
positive results in terms of connections and future partnerships
within days of returning to the UK.
This was my second trip to this city and the first time, in 2017, I
had the pleasure of learning about Atlanta’s inspirational Women’s
Entrepreneurship Initiative (WEI). This network was a real eye
opener. Here at the Chamber we have a determined focus on
supporting female entrepreneurs but the WEI took this to another
level.
They were passionate about helping to provide the tools to
enable women start-ups to succeed. They had identified the
need for a number of things such as a designated workspace
in a technologically-advanced environment, designed to foster
business growth and sustainability.
WEI also realised the benefit of a community designed to
support the engagement, interaction and collaboration with fellow
women entrepreneurs in a supportive environment.
As with our own Inspirational Females programme of events
and our Women’s Advisory Board, they set up a network of
experts, seasoned mentors and consultants from the business

and entrepreneurship communities serving in an advisory board
capacity.
Diversity is so important to us as a Chamber business and we
are lucky to have a fantastic range of international trade experts
from all over the world who work on the DIT contract and
within the Chamber. They include Nynzi Maung, virtual export
manager, who has worked in Belgium for a pan-European export
campaign to help EU companies export to Japan; Naz Demir, who
has worked in Greece, Turkey and USA; our international trade
manager, German-born Maria Dotsch and Italian native Manuel
Fantin, who both work with business helping them to export,
bring their own knowledge and flair.
Although the ‘Atlanta Way’ presented a city which many
think of as somewhere they could set up home in the US, there
seemed to be a lack of involvement of businesses and the wider
communities. Although the Metro Atlanta Chamber offers many
services similar to our own, in general the scale of the US city

“With our partners at the Department
for International Trade we also ensure
there are plenty of potentially fruitful
meetings and conversations. A number
of people on this Atlanta trip reported
positive results in terms of connections
and future partnerships within days of
returning to the UK”
doesn’t always lend itself to a similar comprehensive programme
of events and awards programmes.
We all regularly get together to highlight our success stories and
enjoy the networking with our peers it allows. I think these events
undoubtedly contribute to our own close working relationships.
Overall, Atlanta gave us all the chance to look at our region
from a distance, learn from their examples and realise we are
very much punching above our weight in the region, with even
more opportunities to grow. It also, like all trade missions, reemphasises the importance of relationships built face to face with
like-minded people.
Although the companies attending represented the best in field
for the advanced technology-based solutions, business is people
working together, and always will be.
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The fast
track to
boosting
global
literacy
levels
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Mark Lane meets Tees Business
Woman of the Year 2019, Claire
Preston, and uncovers the
remarkable story and ongoing
international expansion plans of
Middlesbrough-headquartered
literacy development business,
Lexonik
Lexonik
www.lexonik.co.uk
@LexonikST

It is fairly common knowledge that

– it’s social injustice in extreme. It also

in the UK, literacy levels are poor –

reflects appalling management and

certainly for a first world country and

leadership, as for years, not enough has

a major international economy. As a

been done to redress the imbalance of

journalist this is an issue I actually notice

literacy and subsequent achievement

all the time. I regularly receive written

and life chances, which ultimately costs

documents containing basic grammatical

the government and the tax payer

errors by people who really ought to

enormously.”

know better – in fact, often by people

But what if there was the opportunity

for whom writing is an important part of

to introduce a programme that was

their daily work.

proven to raise reading ages by an

Putting this problem into perspective

average of 27 months after only 6

is Claire Preston, CEO of Lexonik

weeks? A programme which comprised

(pictured opposite page, right). She

a basic set of specific activities and

explains: “Literacy levels in the UK are

resources which are used to train

inexcusable. England currently ranks

teachers to deliver in a very prescriptive

23rd out of 23 OECD nations for teenage

way – resulting in rapid and dramatic

literacy and we are the only OECD nation

improvements to literacy?

where the literacy of 16-24 year-olds is
below that of people aged 55 and over.
“The trend of low literacy in

It probably sounds a little too good to
be true, and there is certainly no single
magic wand that is going to solve the

disadvantaged areas is intergenerational,

UK’s deep-seated literacy problems. But

and in some pockets of the UK up to

in Lexonik, we might just have chanced

40 per cent of the adult population

upon the next best thing.

lack the literacy skills expected of an
11-year-old. Not only is this unthinkable

Lexonik – originally known as Sound
Training – is the brainchild of Katy

Parkinson. It was a concept I had never
heard of until I spoke to Claire, but
having found out more – including the
ringing endorsements it continues to
receive from clients around the world – I
have to say, I’m a convert.
To understand the background to
Lexonik it is worth first finding out a little
more about the origins of the business.
The company was established by Katy
in 2011. An ex-teacher with a passion
for literacy, she spent many years
researching and trialing methodologies
and activities with the aim of raising
literacy levels.
Initially focused on mainstream
students within UK schools, the
business slowly grew in popularity,
with consistent, dramatic results being
achieved by a growing team of ‘Sound
Trained’ teachers nationally. Research
and subsequent development in new
sectors and locations followed.
In 2014, the company explored
potential business opportunities in
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the USA, and a pilot programme
commenced in San Francisco.
“The response from students and
teachers there was great and data
gained led to further pilots in the US
in Maine, Florida and most recently
Texas,” says Claire. “In addition to
research into the US market, plans were
drawn up to penetrate the international
schools sector, which started with a
school partnership in Dubai. This has
now developed into further presence
within the UAE as well as Qatar, with
“Katy has created a way for teachers

partnership contracts also imminent in

after only six weeks. It is based on six,

Saudi Arabia.”

one-hour lessons delivered to learners of

to improve their own knowledge and

all ages and ability, resulting in not only

ability to support literacy development

the adult training sector, not least

a huge boost to understanding of the

for learners of all ages. Now we ‘just’

within the criminal justice system, with

English language, but increased levels

need to make sure that Lexonik

education staff being trained in five

of confidence, academic attainment and

instruction becomes part of all teacher

prisons to deliver Lexonik, a name which

improved employability and life chances.

training and student learning, reducing

The business now also works within

was developed in 2017 following a

Says Claire: “There really is nothing

the achievement gap and improving

like it on the market which makes such

lives. Along with SSAT, we are about to

a notable difference in such a short time

launch a national literacy campaign to

teaching programme, the impact

and one of the wonderful things about it

eradicate preventable illiteracy and want

of which lies in the combination of

is that it gives teachers as much pleasure

to work with school leaders and a range

challenge, engagement, instruction and

to deliver it, as it gives students the

of organisations collectively to make

content. It has been proven to raise

joy of participating and the increased

a difference, starting here in the North

reading ages by an average of 27 months

knowledge which prevails.

East.”

rebrand.
So what is Lexonik? Lexonik is a
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What is most striking about Claire, Katy and the rest of the

Claire says: “The scaling of a business poses immense

team at Lexonik is the scale of ambition within the business.

challenges, but through agility and tenacity, we are making

There is a sense of a business which knows it is onto something

progress towards our ambitious goals, the results of which are

special and is determined to spread the word far and wide.

not just for those within the business. Business targets are all

The company currently employs 25 people, as well as a team

very well but we are working on social justice and our success is

of 50 teachers who respond to school demand across England

measured by the impact we have on other lives – how amazing

alone.

is that?

“Our mission is to improve
literacy levels globally and the
way we intend to achieve that is
by reaching as many learners as
possible through Lexonik teaching”

“We are surrounded by opportunity; the potential for Lexonik
growth really is incredible and despite any amount of long hours
I’m prepared to work, there is always something more I’d like
(or need) to do. Fortunately, we have recruited and developed
a number of key employees who bring a wide variety of skills
and experience, have grown with us and are fundamental to our
future success.
“I personally love leading the development side of the
business, identifying and exploring new ideas and opportunities

Growth plans – at home and abroad – are hugely ambitious.

responsibility for the management of various functions and

Oman, Dubai, Abu Dhabi and soon to be Africa and Asia.

specific projects, which allows me more time to work on the

On this front it has had huge support from the North East
England Chamber of Commerce and other local agencies. Says
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and as we expand, there is more opportunity to allocate

The company is already delivering content in the USA, Qatar,

strategy needed to achieve our company goals.”
What I found interesting about Lexonik was the countries

Claire: “Our local international trade adviser has been amazing

which the business is working in – they are hardly the typical

throughout our Lexonik journey and the support we’ve had

European starter markets which many local exporters target.

from the Department of International Trade has generally has

How much of challenge does it pose scaling the business in the

been great. We were recently delighted to be acknowledged

likes of the UAE and Oman?

as Northern Powerhouse Export Champions along with other
fantastic businesses in the region. As we anticipate export being
a huge part of our growth, this is particularly significant and will
certainly help to promote our work in new markets.”
Export, as indicated, is integral to growth plans and, on this
front, the sky really is the limit. Claire continues: “We have very
ambitious plans to reach as many countries as possible, partly
through international partner organisations and partly through
the development of a digital version of Lexonik.
“In addition to the establishment of Lexonik Centres of
Excellence around the world which will act at regional hubs
for Lexonik teacher training, we are currently developing an
intelligent platform, in partnership with Teesside University,
which will enable access to our teaching from anywhere on
earth.”
More generally, Claire adds: “Our mission is to improve literacy
levels globally and the way we intend to achieve that is by
reaching as many learners as possible through Lexonik teaching.
Whether Lexonik is delivered by our own team of international
teachers and trainers, Lexonik instructors in schools and training
settings internationally, or via Lexonik Digital remains to be
seen. I’m confident that with the right team and support from
influential professionals and organsiations also wanting to make
a real difference, we will get there.”
In many ways, the challenge for Claire and her colleagues
has moved on from being successful and achieving goals to
managing that growth sensibly and not over-reaching. That
means taking up the right opportunities and employing the right
people.

Answering, Claire tells us: “Whilst it would be easy to say that
working in the Middle East has been culturally challenging, this
has not yet proved to be the case, as we have mainly worked
within international and British schools in these countries.
“Interestingly, we probably underestimated the extent of
localisation which has been required in the USA, as well as the
cultural differences there, but we’re learning. Ultimately we
want learners from any country using the English language
to experience the benefits of Lexonik teaching, so are keen to
make sure that we carry out necessary research and adaption to
expediate and guarantee success.”
I end the interview with Claire by going back to the issue of
education and literacy in the UK. Like any successful business,
Claire and her colleagues are passionate about what they do,
with any success and financial renumeration achieved very much
a welcome side product of that.
As such, all have clear and forthright views on literacy
and learning in the UK and all wholeheartedly believe things
could be better. Asked if the education system in the UK is
too politicised, Claire replies: “Unfortunately yes. In the UK we
expect Secretaries of State for Education to make an impact on
the education system in their time in office. Unfortunately, the
SoS time in office is often barely more than 12 months.
“Consequently, we have a constant stream of educational
reform; often uncoordinated which schools, teachers and
head teachers have to respond to and implement. This leads
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to initiative overload in schools and very often short-term and
superficial change before we move onto the next SoS.”
So what kind of educational reform would she like to see
introduced in the UK? Here, again, Claire offers some eminently
sensible food for thought to this critical UK debate. She says:
“Obviously my soap box address would be the need to improve
literacy levels, through quality teacher training but actually, there
is a major, associated issue within the profession – teachers
teach too much.
“There is a national and international crisis in teacher supply.
Workload is a key issue for many teachers who are either moving
abroad to teach or leaving the profession all together. The key
issue I see as I visit schools in the UK and internationally is that
teachers teach too much.
“Their heavy teaching timetables are the driver for the amount
of assessment, planning and preparation that they are required
to do.
“I would like all teachers to be given a minimum of 20 per cent
planning, preparation and assessment time. This has significant
cost implications for the education budget but the alarming
and unprecedented exodus of teachers from our schools also
comes with the huge financial costs of, for example, training and
recruitment.”
She concludes: “Reducing teaching loads significantly will
help recruitment, retention, well-being and most importantly
improve the quality of teaching in all our schools.”
Even to somebody who has a limited knowledge of the
current debate around teaching in UK schools, reducing teaching

loads to ensure we keep our brightest talent in this invaluable
profession sounds like a great idea. Accordingly, don’t expect to
see it suggested by the Education Secretary any time soon.

TRADE: ADVICE

Understanding local UAE
customs could help seal deals
Naz Demir, North East England Chamber of Commerce international trade manager, offers some great
advice on some of the culture issues you need to be mindful of when doing business in the United Arab
Emirates
Naz Demir
International trade manager
naz.demir@neechamber.co.uk
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The welcome news for people looking to export is that you

market destination, then it is imperative that you take time to

can look beyond Brexit and find rich pickings, in particular,

establish trust and build relationships. Face-to-face meetings are

in the Middle East. The UK’s long-term relationships with the

always more favourable when negotiating contracts and deals,

Gulf remains strong and will emerge re-energised after current

Emirates rely heavily on oral communication and face-to-face

negations between the two countries.

discussions.

British ministers have used the concept of Global Britain as

In my experience setting up a meeting should be done few

the post-Brexit platform for overhauling foreign policy, indeed

weeks prior to arrival date and confirming it a day or two prior to

Theresa May has been quoted as saying she is looking for the

arrival always works best, perhaps finding a mutual contact could

strongest possible trading relationships between the UK and the

lead to even a more definite success in terms of seeing your

Gulf after the UK leaves the EU.

target person.

If you don’t know much about this part of the world the

UK businesses can find demanding trade negotiations and

statistics speak for themselves. In 2018 trade between the UAE

the length they take to be sometimes frustrating, I have always

and UK totalled £16bn and in 2017 £17.5bn and, according to

advised patience, you must be prepared to invest the time in the

officials, by 2020 the UK government wants that number to

relationship, though, I always recommend that you should carry

increase to about £25bn.

out due diligence and consult a lawyer before signing or agreeing

One of the most easily accessible countries for our businesses
is the UAE, which has a diverse and multi-cultural society. It

to any deals.
Meeting formats can be very different when one looks at

helps our exporters that 80 per cent of the UAE population are

it from a westerner’s perception. It is quite common to have

expatriates and the country is perhaps one of the most relatively

interruptions during meetings, do not feel offended, embrace the

liberal destinations within the Gulf region.

culture and go with the flow and be prepared to reschedule or

Most businessmen and businesswomen are intrigued by the

continue the conversation at another time, remember patience

opportunities the UAE brings about. It’s interesting that on

is a key. Emiratis are excellent negotiators and once they agree a

many occasions, I have been asked about the business culture

deal orally or in writing they abide by it.

before the usual questions on the ins and outs of how to set up a
business or trade in-country.
I always start by stating that in a country dominated by

Helpful hint: Make an effort, learn some key words prior to your
trip, it’s an ice breaker and it will help make a good impression.
Use the correct title when addressing someone, Sheikh (male

expats it may feel cosmopolitan and tolerant, but we must not

chief) or Sheikha for a female, Sayed (Mr) or Sayeda (Mrs).

forget that the UAE is a Muslim country. Islam regulates people’s

keep in mind, Islam is deeply ingrained in the United Arab

laws and attitudes. Family and relationships play a key role in

Emirates and casual conversations are peppered with religious

everyday social and business life. Awareness and respect of the

expressions, such as “in’shallah,” which means “God willing”,

local traditions is a must. Nevertheless, it is worth knowing that

“As-salāmu alaykum” when entering a room “Greeting – Peace be

other religions are respected equally; churches and temples can

upon you”. Remember people buy from people.

be found alongside mosques.
In line with tradition, a common sight is the kandoora or

UAE is a major strategic hub for foreign trade, with its welldeveloped ports, transport, communications and business

dishdasha, that most Emirati males wear, an ankle length white

infrastructure, a high standard of living and a major tourist

shirt, while the Emirati females wear the abaya, a black flowing-

destination. No ambition is too eccentric, though it can be a

over garment covering most of the body.

highly competitive market for a new entrant. Therefore, it’s

A word of advice: don’t assume it would be considered polite
to copy this mode of dressing – a suit and a tie and modest
female business attire are definitely the way to go. The Islamic

important that you do your homework prior to entering this
market.
In fact, this should be the case with any international market,

dress code is not compulsory in the UAE but bear in mind

as some markets are easier in terms of business etiquettes and

that if you are visiting any religious site you must be dressed

culture, others are more challenging. Understanding the local

appropriately, after all nothing wrong with combining a bit of

custom, traditions, geography and social dynamics can make

cultural sightseeing while conducting business abroad, this is

negotiations easier and lead to a successful trade deal outcome.

why international trade should be fun.

There are some great marketplaces there, good luck and I hope

If you are considering the UAE as your next international

they bear fruit.
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Working together to
stop the ‘brain drain’
Forging stronger and deeper ties between academia and the business community could be
key to retaining our finest graduate talent in the region, says Arlen Pettitt, North East England
Chamber of Commerce knowledge development manager

Arlen Pettitt
arlen.pettitt@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberArlen

N

orth East England is blessed with five universities
which make a significant contribution to the region’s
economy. They are huge employers in their own
right; they bring tens of thousands of students and
their spending into the region; they draw in research
funding and investment which supports businesses.
Despite this, universities and businesses don’t work as closely
as they could. For many employers, academia is a strange and
distant land whose plentiful resources lie tantalisingly out of reach.
Comprehensively bridging that divide could be transformative,
whether it’s closing the skills gap, driving innovation or tackling the
long-term issue of graduate retention.
The gravitational pull of London and the South in particular has
a well-documented effect on graduate numbers in the North of
England as a whole, drawing well-qualified people out of the region
before their careers have even begun. Research by Homes for the
North found that just half of North East graduates remained in the
region three years after graduating.
This pattern has the potential to be exacerbated by Brexit. While
the North East has a relatively small population of EU workers,
domestic talent is likely to be drawn in even greater numbers to
other parts of the UK previously reliant on European talent.
We often talk of North East England as a great place to live
and work, as well as a great place to base a business. The cost of
living is cheap, housing is comparatively affordable, commercial
and office space is competitive – but we can’t escape the fact that
unemployment tends to be higher here than elsewhere in the
country and that we don’t necessarily have the depth of employment
opportunities.
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For a new graduate, one with little
experience of the world of world, feeling
like there is a job out there for them isn’t
enough; they need to feel like they will be
able to find their second and third jobs, or
a second or third career.
A couple of years ago, the Chamber
carried out a project on barriers to home
ownership in the region, which included
some work with Teesside University
gathering the views of their students.
One of the issues which surfaced was
an expectation that, particularly early in
their careers, graduates would be forced
to move around to find the job that was
right for them. This delayed decisions
about home ownership and discouraged
planning in the short-term.
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“When at university or
otherwise in education,
having the business
community close at hand
broadens horizons and
lets a student see the
scope of opportunity
which exists”
This tells us a lot about how the housing
market is perceived, but just as much
about perceptions of the job market in the
era of zero hour contracts and gig work.
Even for those in employment, this
twitchiness is there. In 2018, Deloitte
surveyed thousands of workers born from
1980 to the mid-1990s on their career
intentions – 43 per cent planned to leave
their job within two years and just 28 per
cent planned to stay beyond five years.
What could be behind this? Research
from Manpower Group, Millennial
Careers: 2020 Vision, looked at trends
in the Millennial workforce and found a
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tendency not to think of job security but
career security. For Millennials (as loose
as that term is) the ability to continue
to progress, through learning, salary
increases, new responsibilities and new
opportunities was more important than
staying in the same job.
Of those Millennials surveyed, 27 per
cent said job security was having skills
matched to market need and 24 per cent
said it was maintaining their standard
of living. When asked what was needed
to reach the next level in their careers,
46 per cent said improving skills and
qualifications – the top result, narrowly
beating doing well in your current job.
Couple these two things together – a
propensity to move between jobs and an
underlying desire to maintain skills and
qualifications - and you can begin to see
where the importance of close working
between business and education lies.
When at university or otherwise in
education, having the business community
close at hand broadens horizons and lets
a student see the scope of opportunity
which exists.
For those businesses below the top tier
of the nation’s very biggest, or without
name recognition, this can help attract
talent to you without the need for a high
profile graduate recruitment scheme.
This is especially important for small and
medium sized businesses looking for very
particular skills but without the resources
to take on large numbers of recruits to find
the right person.
So, students see the opportunities which
are out there and businesses get better
access to talent.
On a regional level, that’s good for
productivity, it’s good for gender balance
(particularly in STEM careers) and it’s
good for graduate retention.
There are many forms a link between
business and education can take –
placements for students; Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships where graduates and
researchers work on a specific problem or
project for a business; joint research; paid

consultancy with academics; or initiatives
like Northumbria University’s Business
Clinic where undergraduates complete
practical problem-solving work as part of
their course.
It’s not just about undergraduates
and graduates, universities and further
education institutions can also support
in career development – whether that’s
building leadership skills or focusing
on things like HR or finance. Teesside
University’s Leap 50 programme, which
takes business leaders and targets the
expertise needed to help their businesses
to grow, is a great example of what is
available for more senior individuals.

“It’s not just about undergraduates and graduates,
universities and further education institutions can
also support in career development – whether
that’s building leadership skills or focusing on
things like HR or finance”
There are also organisations like the
CPI, who position themselves as the
bridge between academic research and
practical application. They support
businesses looking to improve their
processes and help them embed the
latest innovations into their workplace
– perhaps they need to reduce costs, or
comply with another market’s regulations?
The CPI finds the right expertise to make
that happen.
However, what they do is underrecognised and suffers the same fate as
wider engagement with academia – a
sense for many businesses that it just isn’t
for them.
Together we need to challenge
that perception, just as we would the
perception that North East England isn’t
the place to build a career, and draw
together the region’s great businesses and
its great educational establishments to aim
for a single vision of a productive future.
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Support
programme
leaps
hydraulics
business up
a level

business to an established leading player in hydraulic
engineering with experience of working across more than 50
countries.
“We deliver major hydraulic engineering projects and
offer services across design, manufacturing, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and repairs, as well as component
supplies and training,” James (pictured right) explains. “By
closely engaging with IMH, companies can tap into a deep
source of hydraulic engineering talent and access a range of
specialist skills not normally available in their own engineering
departments.”
IMH is active across a number of sectors, which can vary from
year to year. In the UK, the infrastructure and marine markets
are busy right now, while the offshore and oil markets are also

When Industrial and Marine Hydraulics’ general
manager, James Griffiths, needed a fresh
perspective to help drive business growth, he turned
to a Teesside University business growth initiative.
Mark Lane finds out more

forecast to see a spike in work. The business also recently
entered into the transport sector, providing support to clients in
the automotive and rail markets.
There is a major overseas dimension to the business as well.
Indeed, IMH has supported overseas client needs for decades,
with assignments having taken the business to every continent
at some point.

Industrial and Marine Hydraulics
www.imh-uk.com
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“In the last month, we have had teams working in the US and
mainland Europe,” says James. “The number of opportunities to
work internationally continues to grow and we believe this will
be a significant market for the business in the years to come.”

There’s always something more to learn. Just ask James

In many ways, IMH is the archetypal SME which reaches a

Griffiths, general manager of Middlesbrough business, Industrial

stage in its growth when there is a need to take a more holistic

and Marine Hydraulics (IMH). The business he manages is

look at the business – in essence, to ask how the company can

growing steadily and heading into an increasing number

be taken on to the next level. Integral to that is learning and

of market sectors. As such, he felt the need to look at self-

development.

development, and to think about how he could take the
company forward from a strategic perspective.
IMH was founded in Teesside by hydraulic engineer Paul
Griffiths MBE in 1983, and has grown from a home-based

For his own part, James saw the opportunity to do that
by joining the Leap 50 programme, a learning initiative for
businesses with strong ambitions and growth potential which is
fully funded and led by Teesside University and the Tees Valley
Combined Authority. IMH was identified as fitting the criteria and
selected to be part of the inaugural programme, which focuses
on individual business needs and personal development to help
successfully lead and manage the growth.
Explaining the rationale, James says: “It is far too easy to get
tied up in the day-to-day of company work but we recognised
that I needed time in my role to develop my skills and knowledge
in order to view IMH from a strategic perspective and offer
further value to the company and implement processes that
move the business forward. The Leap 50 programme gave me
this opportunity, as over a course of six months I attended one
or two workshops each month.
“Prior to joining the programme my personal career
development wasn’t something I really gave priority to. However,
since having this opportunity I have been able to learn new skills
and put them into action and see the benefits to the company.
Each workshop provided new skills and insights. I feel the

business development workshop taught me skills which are now
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used in every IMH sales presentation – to good effect.”
James says the Leap 50 programme supported his role
development from commercial director to general manager,
providing several techniques which he can apply to IMH as well
as learning strategic and management thinking that he can use
in growing the company.
“It also gave me new levels of confidence and a growing
network of people to learn from and share ideas with,” he adds.
For any business, the benefit of programmes such as this is
that business leaders get to mix with their peers from other
industries. Often, the insight they gain from bouncing around
ideas is as valuable as the learning from the actual programme
itself.
James says: “The programme did a great job in bringing
together people from different sectors and backgrounds, all with
interesting and inspiring experiences.
“Despite having different backgrounds it was helpful to talk
through challenges and business ideas as reassuringly people
would often have similar experiences and challenges and
therefore some great first hand advice to offer.
“For me, it was also good to offer support to others with this
challenge and gave me confidence that what we are doing is
right and that we have strong and robust growth plans in place.”
James can’t speak highly enough of the team from Teesside
University who deliver Leap 50: “The professionals who came
in to teach on the programme were excellent and they had a
wealth of experience and provided very helpful advice and
taught lifetime use skills.”

“We were part of the first cohort on the programme and I
think the content they delivered was top class. I, and IMH, have
taken a lot from being part of this and, for me, it was really
enjoyable working with Teesside University, so much so that
we’re already thinking about what we can do next together.”
James says IMH is already looking at what other programmes
would be suitable for the company, including a management
catalyst programme which he believes could help develop the
next generation of senior managers at IMH.
He says the company is also looking at expanding its
apprentices programme, so where it has previously only had
craft apprentices, it is now looking at business administration
and engineering positions as well as the potential of others.
In fact, IMH has a long and proud tradition of developing
apprentices – and there is good reason for that.

K N OW L E D G E: C AS E S T U DY
“We do this so that the young people
are taught by specialist trainers and are
well versed in health and safety and
basic engineering skills before entering
our own workshops,” says James. “We
then add to their skills, primarily through
work shadowing senior tradespeople
and technicians until four years in total
have been completed, at which point
they become a tradesperson.”
James’ description of the fantastic
learning experience which apprentices
receive at IMH makes one realise that
there are some amazing careers to be
had by taking the apprenticeship route.
It is often assumed that a degree in
engineering is the best way to build a
career in such sectors, yet that need not
be the case. Some youngsters prefer
to jump straight in and earn while they
learn and, with many students crippled
by debts from university after three to
James explains: “Initially we engaged
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the engineering staff with our specialist

with apprenticeships because of the

experience from the jobs marketplace

amazing apprenticeship that our

and the apprenticeship scheme became

founder Paul Griffiths MBE received from

our ‘training scheme’, where we have

Dorman Long and Co Ltd from 1965 to

taken staff with engineering skills and

1969, but also because of the national

experience and added very specialised

political situation which withdrew all

hydraulic training and workplace know-

sponsorships from central government

how, where trainees work with and

to employers: as a consequence,

shadow our senior and experienced staff.

most employers abandoned their
apprenticeship training schemes.
“Many young people were finding

“Our business longevity and future
prospects could not flourish without
this commitment to training, which

it harder and harder to find an

very much includes our apprenticeship

apprenticeship through responsible

programme.”

employers. In 1995 we appointed our

The business now takes apprentices

first apprentice and because of our

directly from secondary education at

very supportive staff it was not difficult

age 16, generally recruiting through TTE

to continue what then became our

(Teesside Training Enterprise) or NETA

‘scheme’, and this has since carried on.

(North East Training Enterprise) who

“Some time after we did realise that
as the company grew we would not find

then take the apprentices through their
first year of basic training.

four years, one can’t really blame them.
James explains: “During their three
years with IMH we also significantly
add to their trade skills by providing
hydraulic training in-house within our
own training school. They are also
fully sponsored in further education
opportunities to BTEC National and
BTEC Higher National.
“After the apprenticeship, training
does not stop and the intention is
always to encourage our apprentices
to work up through our own system
to become hydraulic engineers where
they will be able to carry out their work,
unsupervised, anywhere and this very
much includes worldwide.
“Further education is also encouraged
to Degree level if the apprentices are
able and willing to commit to this.”
There is good reason for this
commitment to staff. It is well
recognised that there is a lack of

“Our business longevity and future prospects
could not flourish without this commitment
to training, which very much includes our
apprenticeship programme’’

engineering talent in the North East,
so training the next generation of staff
and retaining them is a major business
imperative.
Says James: “We recognise the
importance of retaining our highly
skilled workforce. Our retention strategy
focuses on engaging with our employees
and involving them in the long-term

IMH’S WORK IN ACTION
James Griffiths highlights some of his
company’s recent work and explains how
IMH often has to think creatively to solve
client problems

growth plans of the business. We encourage employee innovation and regularly
provide opportunities for our employees to develop their skills and career
options.”
He adds: “We also recognise the importance of providing the right terms
and conditions that reflect the level of quality and competence we have in the
business.”
It’s an enlightened approach and one that comes right from the top. James
himself has recognised the importance of lifelong learning, both for him and the
business, and this culture of learning permeates down through the organisation
he leads.
International markets are no place for organisations which lack knowledge and
expertise, and on this front there is no danger of IMH being found wanting given
that all members of the business are constantly developing in their roles. It’s a
lesson for all local businesses which have ambitions beyond the shores of the
North East.

“One of our clients, which operates
mulitple energy from waste plants across
the country and was experiencing an
issue with blocked waste chutes.
“At each site material is burned to
produce energy with any material that is
not combustible passed through waste
chutes. The client found that certain
material, often metal and the spring
frames from mattresses, would get stuck
in the chute, causing waste material to
back up behind it.
“To unblock these cases the chute
would need to be switched off and
cooled for a period before manual
removal of the blockage and the restart
of the lines could take place. It was
calculated each time a chute blocked and
required this manual intervention it was
costing the company around £35,000.
“The system designed by IMH uses four
hydraulic cylinders to the external chute,
which can be employed when a blockage
arises. This removes the need to shut
down the line to clear the blockage so
significantly reduces the downtime, and
loss of production, with major health and
safety improvements.
“The overhaul of systems is
something we’re being asked to work
on more regularly. This could be due to
components becoming obsolete or when
a replacement or upgrade can extend
the life of a ship or in some instances
infrastructure projects.
“However, we are also able to provide
rapid response to customers. We were
recently asked to assist when a globally
operating salvage vessel experienced
catastrophic failure of rotating
equipment.
“This left the salvage vessel out of
service which had a significant cost
impact to the vessel owner. We quickly
deployed a team of service engineers to
rectify the issue and get the vessel back
working.
“We stripped and overhauled the
components with specialist equipment
being sent back to the supplier
for modification and resupply and
installation by IMH.
“We also flushed and cleaned the
system before recommissioning.
Modifications were also made to enable
any future failures to be diagnosed
before catastrophe.”
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KNOWLEDGE: ADVICE

A bespoke academic
intervention could boost
your business
For companies looking for innovative solutions to challenges within their business, working alongside a
university can be extremely beneficial. Dean of Teesside University Business School, Dr Susan Laing, explains
how engaging with academia can help companies to innovate and grow
Growing skills within a workforce is fundamental to the success
of any business and intrinsic to the economic prosperity of this
region.
Data from the UK Commission for Employment and Skills

For many employers this can mean ensuring that they have
the necessary talent within their organisation for the company to
reach its full potential. Working with a university to help design

shows that between now and 2024, more than half of the 133,000

curricula ensures students graduate with the skills necessary to

new jobs projected for the Tees Valley alone are anticipated to

add value to the workplace from day one.

need a Level 4 qualification – with many of these likely to be in

In this manner, we have collaborated with marketing and

high-skilled managerial, professional and technical occupations.

e-commerce agency Visualsoft to audit all of our marketing-

Furthermore, in that time period, it is anticipated that more
than 17,000 of the projected jobs in the Tees Valley will be new
roles demanding fresh skills and knowledge.
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of the 21st century workplace.

For busy business owners and managers, time is a rare luxury

based degrees to ensure they are meeting the needs of
employers.
Likewise, degree apprenticeships are all designed in
conjunction with industry to ensure that qualifications are

and vital but non-urgent tasks such as horizon scanning and

meeting the needs of employers and developing workplace-ready

personal development can often get set aside as the day-to-day

graduates.

pressures of running a business take over.

Universities also offer a range of options to match graduate

As a university, we can help share that burden.

talent to meet a specific demand due to growth or to fill a

Working alongside industry to grow vital skills and meet

skills gap. These can range from work experience placements

the challenges of the modern world has been at the heart of

and internships which only last a few weeks, right through to

Teesside University’s philosophy since its original incarnation as

structured programmes such as Knowledge Exchange Internships

Constantine College in 1930 to support Middlesbrough’s nascent

(KEIs) and Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTPs) lasting

engineering, bridge and shipbuilding industries.

between 12 months to three years which provide collaboration

For many companies, particularly smaller ones, the world of
academia can seem particularly hard to navigate, or even to

between a business, a member of academic staff and a graduate.
As companies grow, academia can offer support to meet the

approach. Recognising this, Teesside University offers a point

challenges and opportunities that expansion brings. The ScaleUp

of access to businesses of all sizes, ranging from would-be

Institute has recognised that our future economic prosperity is

entrepreneurs to large multinationals keen to collaborate on a

fundamentally dependent upon supporting and co-creating a

research project.

world-leading environment in which companies thrive, enabling

A single phone number and email address puts enquirers in
touch with a business development manager who can work with
the company to understand their needs and source the right
support.
This approach has won us many plaudits and awards. But, for

opportunity for reach and scale, and contributing positive impact
for generations to come.
Our innovative LEAP 50 initiative is a fully-funded, eightmonth programme, delivered in conjunction with the Tees Valley
Combined Authority, which helps scale-up companies meet

me, the real reward lies in seeing the success of the companies we

the challenges of growing their business. Now onto its second

have helped and the contribution we have made to the economic

iteration, each cohort has been hugely diverse in terms of the

growth of the region and beyond.

sectors represented and the scale of the businesses involved.

The Business School is a vital part of Teesside University’s

We’ve proven that collaboration between industries and

anchor institution role. We develop the leaders of tomorrow and

academia can be mutually beneficial to all parties and the region

work with companies across all sectors to grow the vital skills

as a whole and would encourage all businesses to get in touch to

which they will need to innovate, grow and meet the challenges

design a bespoke intervention to suit your business needs.

Teesside University
www.tees.ac.uk
@teessideuni
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E

Building
partnerships
with industry
to take on
tomorrow
Northumbria University’s Deputy Vice-Chancellor,
Professor Peter Francis, and Professor Steven
Kyffin, Pro Vice-Chancellor for Business and
Enterprise, speak to Contact about Northumbria
University’s ambition to take on tomorrow through
partnership working

Northumbria University Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter Francis

everything we do, enabling cutting edge relevant education
to be delivered not just to our on-campus students, but
to learners at a distance in work, at home and overseas by
developing partnerships with businesses, social enterprises
and public sector organisations. In this way, we are embracing

North East England Chamber of Commerce’s ambition for

the mechanisms and dynamics of multi-directional knowledge

a Stronger North East, of a place that is connected and

exchange.

competitive, aligns to Northumbria’s ambitious University
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This approach has informed the development and delivery

Strategy 2018-23. Northumbria is passionate about ensuring

of our Degree Apprenticeships. All programmes are designed

academic excellence creates the maximum impact on economic

in consultation with employers with flexible delivery models

growth and social prosperity regionally, nationally and

aligned to the needs of the employer and the learner. Some are

internationally.

open courses, designed for a particular sector or industry and

Globalisation and the rise of the digital economy continues

which include students from a variety of different organisations

to redefine our society. Northumbria University recognises the

within that sector. Other programmes are developed for a

changing, on-demand environment and that education is moving

specific individual employer to educate their employees,

to increased online and blended delivery and there is a need for

in which case we work closely with the organisation to co-

more affordable, applied, relevant and experiential learning than

create the programme content. We have provided this type of

ever before.

programme for organisations such as Virgin Money, Vertu and
most recently Northumbria Police.”

“We are extremely proud of our
entrepreneurial students and
graduates and the significant
contribution their businesses are
making to economic growth in the
creation of jobs in the region”

Funded through the Apprenticeship Levy, Northumbria
University has started to jointly deliver the new Police Constable
Degree Apprenticeships (PCDA) – which aims to best equip
officers for a life in policing. The University’s world-class experts
in crime, forensics, business and law are working in partnership
with Northumbria Police to equip new officers with the skills
and knowledge they need to help prevent and respond to the
changing face of crime.
Professor Peter Francis, also an internationally-renowned
criminologist takes up the story: “We are proud to partner

Professor Peter Francis, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, identifies

with Northumbria Police to deliver the innovative PCDAs. Both

that universities need to be proactive in responding to the

organisations have a successful history of partnership, and this

increasingly competitive, digital and global landscape and talks

development, confirms both organisations’ strategic intent to

about how Northumbria University is advocating partnership

work together to co-deliver excellence in research, rich learning

working with industry to ensure a demand lead approach.

and professional development.

“Our Strategy has partnership working at its core.

As our work with the police evidences, much of the success of

Northumbria University is evolving into a community of

Northumbria’s Degree Apprenticeships is down to partnership

academic excellence, of high quality research underpinning

working, with our team of world renowned academics working

Northumbria University
www.northumbria.ac.uk
@NorthumbriaUni

closely with employers, like the police, alongside professional
bodies, applying their knowledge to find solutions to meet
the needs and demands of business. Despite the Degree
Apprenticeship process being a demanding landscape to
navigate for employers, Northumbria University has a proven
track record of success in supporting a range of small, medium
and large businesses in meeting their organisational needs. We
are an enabling and learning organisation and acting often as a
catalyst for innovation in learning and business development.”
Whilst Northumbria University puts the learner first, of
equal importance is the civic duty the University performs in
driving regional development. By correlating curriculum and
innovation activities with the goals of businesses, Northumbria
University equip the future workforce with relevant skills to
meet the challenges of tomorrow and drive a collaborative and
‘open’ innovation ecosystem through a range of knowledge
exchange activities. Supported by UK Government’s Industrial

Northumbria University Professor Steven Kyffin, Pro Vice-Chancellor for
Business and Enterprise

Northumbria University prepares its graduates for this

Strategy Challenge Fund (ISCF), which will invest £4.7 billion

demanding career by building entrepreneurial skills into a wide

in collaborative Research and Development over the next four

range of its programmes as well as supporting those students

years, Northumbria University is organically growing core areas

and graduates who have the creativity and drive to start up

of research excellence in their Multi-disciplined research areas

their own businesses. In the latest Higher Education Business

such as Health and Digital. World class, relevant research that

and Communities Interaction Survey (HEBCIS) Northumbria

informs world class, relevant teaching.

was ranked the UK’s top university for graduate start-ups by

An approach exemplified by how Northumbria collaborates
with regional industry is through Knowledge Transfer

turnover.
In an exciting step forward for the University and the wider

Partnerships (KTP). Professor Steven Kyffin, Pro Vice-Chancellor

region, Northumbria University has created an Incubator for

for Business and Enterprise explains “By working with a

these businesses with a view of driving further entrepreneurship

talented graduate, guided by leading Northumbria University

across the region and building on these sustained success’.

specialists, organisations can introduce new ideas, knowledge

Professor Steven Kyffin said: “We are extremely proud of our

and approaches efficiently and effectively. Businesses who

entrepreneurial students and graduates and the significant

participate in a KTP consistently report wide-ranging benefits

contribution their businesses are making to economic growth

including improved business performance, competitive

in the creation of jobs in the region. Their success is down to

advantage, increased productivity and access to new markets,

remarkable creativity, drive and innovation, but it also reflects

including export. A recent successful KTP with Parker Hannifin

the focus we have as a university on entrepreneurship both in

resulted in Parker estimating that the impact of the KTP will be

Education and Research and the support we offer our start-

a boost to annual pre-tax profits by £1.5 million within 3 years.

ups through the Student and Graduate Enterprise Service. Our

The graduates were also employed on a permanent basis at

new Incubator will take this to the next level as a purpose-

Parker Hannifin in the North East, a great example of retaining

built workspace with hi-tech connectivity, access to a range of

talent in the region.”

business support and mentoring services and a central location

The continued redefining of boundaries between academia

close to all transport links. Our aim is for the hub to offer the

and business has had profound impact on the teaching and

perfect environment to help the next generation of student and

career paths of students today with many graduates involved

graduate entrepreneurs. Our future ambitions include creating

in a myriad of activities beyond what university courses have

a shared vision and facility for accelerator and scale-ups in

historically provided. The more common vertical dual-career

partnership with key stakeholders across the city.”

paths have evolved into multiple-careers routes that demand

For more information about how Northumbria University

blended technical and management skills - simply put, critical

can work with your organisation, visit www.northumbria.ac.uk/

thinking and an ability to tweet now go hand in hand.

business
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P O L I C Y: T H O U G H T L E A D E R S H I P

Why are apprenticeship
numbers falling?
The North East had the greatest number of apprenticeship starts per 1000 people in
employment in 2015/16, but the total number of starts has fallen by a third. Local agencies and
businesses need to work together to address this issue, says Paul Carbert, North East England
Chamber of Commerce policy adviser

Paul Carbert
paul.carbert@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberPaul
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T

his month marks two years since the introduction
of significant reforms to apprenticeships policy in
England, and it is a good time to take stock and
review the impact of the changes.
The Chamber is a champion of apprenticeships
because our members see the huge benefits that they bring to their
organisations. Apprenticeships have been the first step on the career
ladder for some of the top business leaders in the North East, and
they have continued to champion the use of apprenticeships to bring
in new talent and give existing staff the opportunity to retrain.
The apprenticeship reforms introduced in April 2017 were
intended to increase the number of apprenticeship starts –
the Government had pledged to deliver three million new
apprenticeships between 2015 and 2020 – and increase the quality
of training, by putting employers in charge of designing new
apprenticeship standards.
The introduction of the apprenticeship levy, a charge on
employers with total payroll costs of over £3m a year, was a key part
of the reforms. The Government intended to use the funds raised by
the levy to double the amount of money available for apprenticeship
training, with levy payers given two years to spend their individual
contributions (plus a 10 per cent top-up) before the funds would be
pooled to pay for apprenticeships for non-levy payers.
The reforms also brought in a charge for smaller businesses with
payroll costs of less than £3m. Initially set at 10 per cent of the
training costs for an apprenticeship, although now this has been
reduced to five per cent, for many SMEs this was the first time that
they had had to pay for apprenticeship training.
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The North East has long been a hotspot
for apprenticeships, with a huge variety
of opportunities from trade apprentices
in construction, a strong tradition of
workplace training in manufacturing
and engineering, and a forward-thinking
attitude to new apprenticeships in
professional services and law. Our region
also has one of the highest rates of pupils
choosing an apprenticeship at 16.
In the year prior to the introduction of
the reforms, apprenticeship programme
starts in the North East grew at a faster
rate than in any other UK region. The
North East had the greatest number of
apprenticeship starts per 1000 people in
employment in 2015/16, triple the number
in London. Today, although we still have
the highest ratio of apprentices, the lead
has narrowed significantly, and the total
number of starts has fallen by a third.
Digging deeper into the numbers,
the biggest decline has been among
apprentices aged over 24 studying courses
at Level 2. There has been an increase in
Higher and Degree level apprenticeships,
but not enough to match the fall in starts
at Level 2 and 3.
From my conversations with members
over the past two years, there are a number
of contributing factors that explain the fall
in numbers.
Businesses will always need time to
adjust to significant reforms like the levy
and the introduction of apprenticeship
standards, and there was a rush to get
apprenticeships started on the old funding
rules before the April 2017 deadline.
Many levy payers that already used
apprenticeships took the opportunity to
review their training strategies. For some
companies, this meant an increase in the
use of higher and degree apprenticeships
in leadership and management for existing
staff – a move towards fewer, more costly
apprenticeships.
Chamber members that joined

“In the year prior to
the introduction of the
reforms, apprenticeship
programme starts in
the North East grew
at a faster rate than in
any other UK region.
The North East had
the greatest number of
apprenticeship starts
per 1000 people in
employment in 2015/16,
triple the number in
London”
trailblazer groups to develop new
apprenticeship standards reported that
the process can be time-consuming and
frustrating, as the plans they submitted
were rejected for arbitrary reasons after
months of consideration by the Institute
for Apprenticeships. Although there
are signs that this has improved in the
two years since the reforms, it remains
the case that there are many in-demand
apprenticeship standards awaiting
approval.
As levy funds can only be used to
pay for the cost of training, several
members have reported that the
increasing additional costs of taking on
an apprenticeship are a barrier. These
costs include staff time for training and
mentoring, and backfilling for apprentices
when they are off the job.
The requirement for 20 per cent of
an apprentice’s time to be spent training
off-the-job is frequently mentioned as
a challenge. Official advice about what
can be included in the rules has been
confusing and sometimes contradictory,
although again there are now signs of
improvement.
The Chamber has been campaigning for
a number of changes to fix these issues.
As our region has fewer large employers
than most other areas, it is vital that

funding for non-levy payers remains
available. The Government currently
funds providers directly to deliver
apprenticeships to non-levy payers, but
the process of allocating these funds has
been badly flawed. This causes uncertainty
for providers and the lack of a coherent
system adds to the complexity for
employers and risks discouraging SMEs
from using apprenticeships.
There are a number of brilliant
examples in the region of employers in the
same sector coming together to create a
viable cohort of apprentices and refining
the course content to meet their needs.
The chemical and process sector has led
the way here, with the Science Industries
Apprenticeship Consortium and the
STEM Apprenticeship Consortium in
Northumberland.
However, these groups rely on
committed individuals to give up their
time with no additional resources
available, and we believe the Government
could be doing much more to support this
type of activity.
The recent increase in the amount
that levy payers can transfer to other
companies, locally and in their supply
chains, could be a great catalyst for this
if there was more flexibility on the use of
funding or a centralised support system.
To drive up demand for
apprenticeships, we have been working
with members on a campaign to improve
careers advice and make sure that young
people in the North East are aware of all
of the options when they leave education.
This must involve parents, who have a
strong influence on their children’s career
choices.
The Government has announced that
they will be conducting a review of the
apprenticeship reforms over the coming
months, and we encourage members to
get in touch with their views to inform our
response.
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Overcoming
obstacles to
unleash new
talent

Often such people are nowhere near ready for the world of
work, so reticence on the side of businesses is understandable
in many cases. That’s why the work of the Ambassador project,
developed in the North East and operated by national social
justice charity, Nacro, is so important.
Nacro’s ground-breaking Ambassador project, which has
this year been chosen as best practice across Europe by the
Learning & Work Institute, is about supporting and inspiring
young people (14-18 years olds) from deprived areas with

The ground-breaking Ambassador project of
Nacro provides a second chance for vulnerable
young people who find themselves excluded from
traditional education and training, equipping them
with the skills to enter the world of work. Mark Lane
reports

learning and social difficulties.

There is far too much wasted talent in the North East of

universities, government organisations and businesses in the

England – and, indeed, beyond. Young people from deprived

North East to develop a pathway so these young people can get

areas, people with learning and social difficulties who somehow

a chance of an education and learn new skills.

Such people are some of the most vulnerable in our society
and often get left behind and find themselves excluded from
education, training and employment. They require support with
engagement and learning to give them the best opportunity to
have a future beyond their current environment.
The project works with schools, colleges, local authorities,

find themselves missing the boat when it comes to the world
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The Ambassador project was developed by Chris Stevenson

of work. Such people, given a chance, invariably have a huge

and Isobel Plastow on behalf of Nacro, from its base at Benfield

amount to offer, but how many businesses are prepared to take

Business Park in Newcastle. In many ways, Chris is the ideal

a punt and give them that chance?

person to lead such an initiative as he has huge empathy with
the young people involved.
Chris is dyslexic and, now in his 50s, was at school at a time
when such issues were not recognised in the education system.
This held him back educationally, although it didn’t prevent
determined Chris from having an outstanding career in the
motor industry, working in senior roles for Ford, Mercedes Benz,
Castrol oil and Audi, in the UK and Southern China.
Aged 50, however, he decided he wanted to give something
back. “I decided to leave the motor industry and retrain as a
vocational tutor and give back my knowledge, experience and
skill set to young people,” he says. “Growing up with dyslexia, I
was labelled as someone who would not achieve. I worked hard
to overcome many obstacles and achieve so much in the motor
industry. Young people should not have to go through what I
had to.”
He joined Newcastle Nacro, which recently achieved ‘good’
Ofsted results, as a motor vehicle tutor and, in his own words,
“realised nothing had changed…the disadvantaged were even
more disadvantaged”.
This insight provided the motivation to develop the
Ambassador programme. Explaining, he says: “Myself and
Isobel Plastow – who was volunteering at Newcastle Nacro
from Newcastle University – sat down and we developed the
Ambassador project to try and level the playing field and inspire
a pathway for young disadvantaged people with learning and
social needs to have a chance of a better future. The idea
was to bring together the business community, schools, local
authorities, local communities and other support organisations.

“It has taken lot of hard work over

Critical to the success of the

three years to get it to where it is

Ambassador project has been buy-in

now and it works hand in hand with

from the local business community.

the fantastic vocational courses we

Companies which have worked with the

teach. It would not have been possible

project include Esh Construction Group,

without amazing dedicated people,

Stagecoach, Go North East, Northumbria

Isobel Plastow (co-founder of the AP),

University, Lookers Plc – and many more.

Sarah Brown (Newcastle Nacro centre

The Ambassador project falls under

manager) and the amazing team at

the umbrella of pre-apprenticeship

Newcastle Nacro.”

programmes offered by Nacro. The

Chris also highlights the contribution

organisation’s pre-apprenticeship

of James Ramsbotham, North East

facilities include motor vehicle and

England Chamber of Commerce chief

construction workshops and animal care

executive, who has helped with business

(partnering with Ouseburn Farm). At

introductions, Rathbone Brothers’ Nick

its heart, these programmes are about

Swales and many other organisations

empowering young people with skills

and individuals which have got involved

who might ordinarily – for want of a

with the project. “It has been a massive

better phrase – have found themselves

team effort,” adds Chris.

on the scrap heap.

BUSINESS OPINION
ON NACRO’S
AMBASSADOR
PROJECT
“Esh are supporters of Nacro’s
Ambassador project through
arranging inspiring workplace visits,
giving young people a glimpse
of what it is like to work in the
construction industry. Visits like
these are important for creating
a link between learning in a
classroom setting and supporting
young people to become more
employable.”
Victoria McCormick, social value
coordinator, Esh Group
“Go North East are firm believers
of apprenticeships and the
Ambassador project is helping the
younger generation, who may not
have realised the opportunities
available, actually bridge the gap
and get in to work. The candidates
on the project that we have met
so far have been really engaging
and enthusiastic about what we
have to offer and it is great to see
them thrive and succeed via the
Ambassador project.”
John Booth, assistant recruitment
and training manager, Go North
East
“The Nacro Ambassador
Programme in Newcastle is a
fantastic and inclusive opportunity
for young people in the region to
develop an excellent range of skills
before pursuing their chosen career
paths. We hope that by becoming
part of this
young people and show that there
are opportunities for them within
our industry, and that there are
many paths to a successful career.”
Steve Walker, managing director,
Stagecoach North East
“Being part of initiatives like the
Ambassador project is extremely
important to Go North East because
it gives us the chance to inspire
young people and show that there
are opportunities for them within
our industry, and that there are
many paths to a successful career.”
Keith Robertson, recruitment and
training manager, Go North East
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P O L I C Y: C A S E S T U DY

Talking with great common sense and eloquence on this vital
issue is Sarah Brown, Newcastle senior tutor and safeguarding
officer with Nacro.
Discussing the issues at play, she says: “With the issue of
school exclusions in the national headlines, what are the barriers
that exist for young people entering the workforce, especially
those who have not adapted/struggled with mainstream
education?

“Society recognises that the
conventional academic route is not
suitable for all students however
schools still don’t fully embrace
alternative education or access
appropriate support”
Sarah Brown (left) with Chris Stevenson

“Society recognises that the conventional academic route
is not suitable for all students however schools still don’t fully
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embrace alternative education or access appropriate support.

After that, and beyond a certain age, they will fall off the radar –

Many local authorities design their alternative provision around

unlikely to be given another chance after such early setbacks.

pupil referral units and do not look beyond this.
She adds: “Students are then in a situation where they are
mixed with other students who have often been disadvantaged
by the current education system and behaviour is then

And yet, it needn’t be this way. Investment in the short-term
can pay great dividends in the long-term, for the young people
involved as well as society at large.
Adds Sarah: “Should this group of people be a social and

perpetuated. This means students leave compulsory education

economic priority, and why? Many students who Nacro work with

with no qualifications or, more importantly, no relevant

come from backgrounds where many of their peers have also not

experience in any career pathway. They are then up against

had a positive education or employment experience, so often

students who have both.”

the idea that education and employment is not the best route for

The outcome of such a scenario is inevitable. Disadvantaged
students struggle to cope, become disillusioned and drop out.

success is reaffirmed.
“Nacro works tirelessly to change this mind set and help
students set a path which is bespoke to them but this takes
commitment from the team and organisations such as Nacro.”
So what is in this for businesses who get involved? This is
actually a key question. While some might choose to work
with such people for reasons of altruism, the fact is that
most organisations need to see some kind of return on their
investment in people.
Adds Sarah: “This is not all about companies showing good
CSR, it is also about addressing business needs. The Ambassador
programme, for instance, was created to expose our students
to the work environment and incidentally it has provided
companies with a small opportunity to uphold their corporate
social responsibility which is an avenue of growth for Newcastle.
“However, and most importantly, we have made headway to
change the opinions of senior management of what constitutes
a ‘good employee’. This is a significant development for opening
doors and creating more opportunity than ever before for
Nacro’s students to have the same access and chances as
everyone else. The Ambassador scheme was set up to help our

NACRO PROFILE

learners but has actually changed the mind-set of our community!”
This is actually no exaggeration. As the quotes from organisations involved show (see
panel box), there is huge buy-in from local businesses to the Ambassador programme, as
well as the other work streams of Nacro. It is easy to envisage that this invaluable work
will grow in reach and influence in reach in the region moving forwards.
Concludes Sarah: “As we want to strengthen relationships with our community we
want to expand our portfolio of businesses who support us and can offer long-term
placements. We also want to increase our vocational offer but support other local
charities and education providers as well as bringing the provision to the doorstep of the
people who need it.
“Nacro has remained committed to our core values for the last 50 years and we are
now enhancing this by bringing our communities together to tackle local issues and
change the mind set of businesses and people to ensure success for generations to
come.”

Nacro was formed in 1966 to
provide resettlement and support
services for adults leaving prison
in England and Wales. Over time
its remit has widened considerably,
and it has shaped its offer to meet
the needs of a changing society and
now is one of the country’s largest
social justice charities, delivering
high quality education, housing,
resettlement, health and substance
misuse services to thousands of
young people and adults annually.
Nacro has three business units:
Education, Housing and Justice
& Health. Its education business
delivers community-based
education services to young people
and adults from 16 sites, focused on
entry level and level 1 learning. In
2015 it took over a general further
education college in Southampton.
Additionally, it delivers education in
Medway Secure Training Centre and
a number of clinical mental health
settings.
It delivers housing services
across England and Wales
through the Nacro Homes Agency,
providing quality housing and
support to vulnerable people.
Last year it added the national
Bail Accommodation and Support
Service to its portfolio.
The Justice and Health unit
delivers a range of probation
and rehabilitation services in
partnership with a range of
Community Rehabilitation
Companies across England, as well
as a number of substance misuse
and health projects. It also offers a
free Resettlement Advice Service
for those seeking advice on criminal
records.

Nacro
www.nacro.org.uk/services/tyneand-wear/newcastle-centre
@nacro
Video: https://bit.ly/2ZMQBQn
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P O L I C Y: A D V I C E

A world class system of
technical education
With new plans for T Level qualifications to be in place by September 2023, now is the time for the region’s
businesses to start thinking about how they might take this opportunity to attract and develop the talent they
need, says Gateshead College
Gateshead College
www.gateshead.ac.uk
@gatesheadcoll

This is the ambition behind the Government’s introduction

recruitment practices and talent pipeline; a more structured

of T Levels; a simplified system which, alongside reformed

approach to work placements can provide an opportunity to

Apprenticeships, will ensure young people develop the skills for

identify talent and nurture them into the business over a period

work and have a positive impact on the nation’s productivity

of time. Some businesses will see great benefit from having an

and global competitiveness.

extra pair of hands.

The academic route into higher education via A levels is well

placement is putting greater responsibility on employers

and the path it paves into a career has always been less clear or

however, the premise is that it gives students sufficient time to

seen as of lesser value.

master the essentials, put what they’ve learnt into practice and

Although, and at Gateshead College we would say this, in the
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There’s no doubt that the requirement of a 45-day industry

known but the perception of vocational and technical education

very best further education colleges high quality, industry-driven
curriculum, underpinned by expert careers advice and guidance,
is successfully supporting students into university and work.

make a genuine contribution to the workplace. But, clearly, it is
not without its challenges.
Students must be engaged in relevant tasks and activities
which give them the opportunity to hone their skills.

T levels have been designed as the technical equivalent of

Our own experience is supported by an independent

A levels, aiming to offer young people high-quality, classroom-

evaluation by the Institute of Employment Studies. Tracy

based training, combined with an industry placement of a

Foreman, assistant principal at Gateshead College says:

minimum of 45 days, a significant increase to that currently
provided as part of most vocational programmes.
The content has been developed by panels of employers,

“It must be valuable to students and businesses. We’ve been
working with employers to make sure placements are relevant
and meaningful, that the process is easy and well managed and

working with the DfE and the Institute of Apprenticeships to

crucially, to match them with the right student who has the

make sure that the qualifications are relevant to the occupations

attitude and attributes to give the most to their business. Paying

within their industry. Students completing T levels should

attention to these details is essential.

be equipped to enter skilled employment in their chosen

“Companies have generally been really receptive and this

field and continue their training at university or with higher

includes the smaller businesses that may have had reservations

Apprenticeships at levels 4, 5 or 6.

but are finding with the right support from the college, they

With the first T Levels set to start next year in digital,

can get real benefits from the experience and are getting the

construction and education, pilots are currently being delivered

right young people through the door. The process has given us

by a number of high performing providers, including Gateshead

and our employers confidence that this can work and be of real

College, to test how they work for students, employers and the

value.”

providers themselves making sure that the resulting qualification
is effective and deliverable.
So what does it mean for employers? No-one would argue

One size doesn’t fit all. Different models work for different
types and size of employer and sector and the type of
curriculum. Models include block release, day release and often

with the prospect of attracting a more diverse, skilled and

a blend of both. For example an initial period of block release

work ready stream of talent into their business. High achievers,

can help students settle in followed by a schedule of day

previously destined to an A level pathway may be more inclined

release.

to consider their wider options and this technical route could be
more attractive.
It gives employers the opportunity to think about their

Some sectors, like the games industry, are bound by nondisclosure agreements and in others, construction for example,
health and safety is more of an issue. Some small businesses
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are simply more restricted because they don’t have much space

agenda when we talk about the prosperity of the region so,

to accommodate extra staff. The pilot has shown however,

with the plan for all the T Level qualifications to be in place by

that most obstacles can be overcome when the employer and

September 2023, now is the time to start thinking about what

provider work together and the benefits far outweigh the

this could mean for your business and how you might take

challenges.

this opportunity to attract and develop the talent you need to

The need for a skilled workforce is always high on the

succeed.
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E

Five ways to
build a brilliant
workforce
Working with many great businesses across
the region, Gateshead College recognises the
importance of building strong workforces that give
companies the best chance of being successful.
The college’s business development director, Ivan
Jepson, reveals five things he’s learned from
these companies when it comes to investing in and
developing talent…

Ivan Jepson, director of business development at Gateshead College

and colleges. Employers work with us to challenge and shape
our curriculum, to provide industry placements, live briefs and
competitions and to share their experiences. Just recently,
Contact magazine’s photographer, Christopher Owens, gave
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Be innovative and open-minded

a masterclass to our photography students setting a live brief

Companies like Adient, an automotive seating supplier, are

with the winner chosen to accompany him on a photoshoot.

willing to try something different when recruiting new talent into

The games tech companies we work with – Zerolight, Enigma

their workforce. They’ve really embraced the idea of offering

Interactive, Atomhawk and others – also provide great

extended work placements for students as part of the pilot for

experiences for our students, helping them design new apps and

the new T level qualifications – and it’s a move that’s allowed

videos, or explore the potential of exciting new technologies.

them to bring more IT skills into the business in the short term
and potentially find new recruits for the future.
Challenge the status quo. If there is a skills gap in your

Plan ahead
We help businesses to look ahead, to anticipate what skills they’ll

business or sector, find a training partner who is prepared to roll

need a few years down the line. At Essity, a toilet tissue maker

their sleeves up and get stuck in working with you to come up

in Prudhoe, a significant number of the workforce were due to

with a new way of doing things. We developed and launched the

retire at roughly the same time, many of them managers. We

PlanBEE programme in just five months in 2016, working with

helped the company build on their existing apprenticeship to

Ryder to bring together companies from various disciplines to

bring higher-level skills into the business, as well as younger

attract more talent into the built environment sector. Students

people who could hit the ground running. And the result? Essity

get the chance to work across several companies, learning

has protected its business through good succession planning,

about different aspects of the industry so they get a broader

heading off a potentially damaging skills crisis.

understanding – a radical shift from a traditional training model.
Have a shared purpose and value
Be prepared to invest

Work with a training partner who shares your ethos and values.

With PlanBEE, everyone came together to achieve a shared

Someone who is prepared to listen and shape something

goal, investing their time, knowledge, expertise and money. And

around you specifically. Every business has different situations

that’s the approach companies involved in the Ford Engineering

to deal with, different challenges to overcome and any training

Academy take. This fantastic training programme pioneered with

programme has to be fit-for-purpose and not just something

Ford Aerospace, is really helping engineering and manufacturing

that’s been lifted off the shelf. If companies find a reliable

industries build strong, sustainable workforces. We’re working

training partner who shares this view, and who can anticipate

with these companies, and they’re working with each other, to

and react quickly to sudden changes in circumstance, it will

tackle skills shortages and get young people fit for a career.

make their lives so much easier.

Together, we’re giving them the skills, attitudes and knowledge
they need to start an apprenticeship and progress through the

To find out more about Gateshead College and the courses on

ranks.

offer, visit: www.gateshead.ac.uk/employer

Be ready to influence and inspire

Gateshead College
www.gateshead.ac.uk
@gatesheadcoll

You can get your brand known and influence and inspire young
people to work in your business by engaging with schools

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E

A beaming
future
One of the North East’s most high-profile
developments of 2019 is set to open its doors this
Spring, transforming the skyline of Sunderland city
centre
MAKE it Sunderland
www.makeitsunderland.com
@MAKEitSund

site to prospective tenants and a wide range of businesses have
already been to see the building with various discussions ongoing.
It is thought the first occupier will be announced soon.
Councillor Graeme Miller, leader of Sunderland City Council and
chair of Siglion, said: “It’s a stunning building, and a key first step
in the creation of a vibrant city centre as the wider VAUX site is
developed.
“We’ve already had significant interest from a number of
potential tenants and we’re very confident of converting this
interest into lettings.
“Not only will it provide a huge boost to the local economy, but
it will add to the already impressive offering of Keel Square and
the Cultural Quarter and will help transform the city centre.

The Beam
www.the-beam.co.uk
@TheBEAMVAUX

“THE BEAM is a central pillar to our ambitions for the city
centre, with a £0.5 billion boost for the area planned to 2030, and
it’s a wonderful sight to see.”
THE BEAM – which boasts stunning panoramas of the city –

THE BEAM, a 59,000 sq ft office development on the iconic Vaux

will accommodate businesses looking for contemporary working

Brewery site, will be the region’s only new Grade A city centre

environments from as little as 2,500 sq ft right up to the full

office space to open this year.

floorplate. It has been designed with wellbeing in mind, with

Standing five storeys high, the flagship development will

bright open spaces and natural ventilation. Externally the high

provide high quality office space in the heart of the city centre

quality public realm environment and streetscape will promote

and will also include ground floor space suitable for retail

a healthy work-life balance. Its central location means it is just a

and leisure opportunities overlooking the River Wear and the

five-minute walk from local Metro, bus and rail links as well as it

Wearmouth Bridge.

being easily accessible by road. There are also riverside walks and

Sunderland City Council and Siglion – alongside letting
partners, Naylors and Knight Frank – have been marketing the

cycle routes just a stone’s throw away, as well as Sunderland’s
coastline in close proximity.
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Q&A

Business
confidential:
Natasha
McDonough
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I asked colleagues and clients who said: knowledgeable, strong,
trustworthy, a compassionate leader and engaging.
What are your favourite places in the North East, and why?
I moved here 11 years ago from London. Before then I lived in Los
Angeles. My husband’s line in his wedding speech was: “How I
got a lass from Venice Beach to Roker Beach, I have no idea.”
With that said, Roker Beach is by far my favourite place, plus it’s

Natasha McDonough is managing director of
marketing and research company, MMC. She is also
chair of the Sunderland Committee, North East
England Chamber of Commerce and was recently
appointed to Council. Natasha was elected as a
Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Marketing in
2017

on my doorstep. I also really like Amble Beach.

If you could invite four people (living or dead) to dinner – who

If you weren’t doing what you’re doing now, what would be

would they be and why?

your dream job, and why?

Barack Obama – because he’s smart, funny and he oozes

I have it now. Even when I was a nine-year-old I asked for letter-

charisma.

headed stationery and a typewriter for my birthday so I could

Larry David – because he’s hilarious and I’d be waiting for the

write to people in my street to sell my car washing services. A

moment he puts his foot in something!

natural born marketer and business owner!

Name your fantasy board of directors, and why you have
chosen them.
Dare I say I’m too fiercely independent to have a board of
directors. However, I’d love to work with and learn from John
Doerr.

Ellen DeGeneres – she’d make us all giggle.
Annie Lennox – because of who she stands for and what she’s

What kind of music do you enjoy the most?

been through. I admire her.

I stream Apple Music nowadays. I’d say it’s mostly old soul, jazz
and funk such as James Brown and Miles Davis through to very

Do you use social media, and what is your opinion of it?

old house music!

Yes, always! However, I’ve set a time limit that comes up on my

I also love listening to Craig Charles’ funk show and Giles

phone nowadays to stop me going on it instinctively. Recently I

Peterson – both on Radio 6 every Saturday afternoon.

banned myself from flicking onto Facebook or Instagram while
I’m at my desk. Sounds extreme but it helps me focus when I’m

What type of books do you like to read and what was the last

in delivery mode.

one you read?

I take social apps off my phone when I’m on holiday with my

Last book I read and recommend was Feel the Fear and Do It

family. My point is that I’ve learnt to enjoy social media more

Anyway for the second time in my life. I know when I’m fearful, I

effectively in shorter, sharper bursts. I’d like to believe people

get anxious, and this book is a great reminder that it’s ok to keep

will eventually shift to using it for information sharing as

pushing myself out of my comfort zone.

opposed to personal sharing.

I only read novels on holiday, as I look at words all day long.
During the week, I’m more likely to watch Netflix before I crash

What’s the best business decision you ever made?

out. My most recent favourite was The Kominsky Method.

Last year I launched a market research division at MMC. The
decision was very much about the person I wanted to hire to

If you could choose somebody to play you in a biopic, who

run it. We’re a people and service business after all. She is what

would it be, and why?

makes it the success it has become.

Jodie Foster because she’s small and gutsy.

The reason I believe it to be a good decision is because within
three months, we won a tender against 15 other research

What’s your best piece of business advice?

companies. For me it validated the decision as a good one.

Know your numbers. Even if you can’t justify the cost of a
finance director, become the finance director and spend serious

Which five words do you think people you deal with would use

time each month on those spreadsheets, don’t just dip in once a

to describe you?

quarter.
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MMC
www.mmc.agency
@MMC_Strategies
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The Wonderful Wig Company
www.kitui.co.uk/wigs
Instagram - @thewonderfulwigcompany

SMALL BUSINESS

Turning hair loss into a
positive experience
Mark Lane catches up with a Sunderland-based small business, The Wonderful Wig Company, which is doing
fantastic work to help remove the stigma around wearing a wig

There was a time when the idea of wearing a wig held a certain

with a diverse client base. For instance, it works with young

stigma, but it’s fair to say those days have passed. Indeed,

children via a partnership with Little Princess Trust, it works with

some estimates suggest the global wig market will hit US $10bn

alopecia clients, with elderly people who are experiencing hair

in revenue in the next five years, driven by soaring demand

loss, and a whole lot more in between.

as procedures improve and the quality of wigs on offer rises
significantly.
Here in the North East we have a business and North
East England Chamber of Commerce member that is at the

Clients can self-refer or be referred via other avenues
including, for instance, a care home or a hospice. Regardless, all
clients receive the same level of tailored support.
Says Nicola: “We ﬁnd most clients feel very insecure and

forefront of this evolving market: The Wonderful Wig Company.

nervous about the prospect of wearing a wig or even making

The enterprise was set up by Nicola Wood, like many great

that ﬁrst call about their hair loss but I once we’ve sat with them

businesses, arose from very personal circumstances.

listened to them and showed them options, they are actually

Nicola explains: “The company stemmed from my own
personal diagnosis with cancer. When I found out I had cancer
my ﬁrst thought after ‘will I live?’ was, ‘am I was going to lose

quite excited about the ﬁtting and leave us with their head held
high and conﬁdent.
She adds: “The feedback we get is that the right hair is

my hair?’. I felt like I was losing the core of my physical identity

life changing. Wearing new hair is something that can be

and as a young woman running a busy business, working with

expressive, beautiful and unique to the individual.”

people every day a positive body image is very important to me.
She adds: “Having looked into the various avenues available
to me in the North East and then nationwide in terms of hair
loss and wigs I soon became dispirited by what was available
and I began to carry out research into the whole hair loss and
wig industry. The rest is history.”
Nicola’s business now provides a full turnkey solution for hair
loss, from diagnosis to the ﬁrst haircut and colour should the
hair return, be it following cancer, stress, alopecia or thinning
poor hair – individuals lose hair for all manner of reasons.

“We felt it was integral to our
ethos that getting your new hair
should be a personal hairdressing
experience and not a medical or a
wig shop one – this is something I
feel so strongly about”

The company also provides a range of complimentary
services including wellness workshops, and a holistic art club.
Indeed, The Wonderful Wig Company is embedded in Nicola’s
Sunderland-based hair and beauty business, Kitui.

Most importantly for clients, Nicola and her team take the

Nicola explains: “We have invested a huge amount of money

hassle and stress out of the whole process. They have fantastic

into extending the existing building so that the Wonderful Wig

resources at their smart premises in Melbourne Place, with the

Company could operate from Kitui.

largest range of human hair in the North East. After an initial

“We felt it was integral to our ethos that getting your new
hair should be a personal hairdressing experience and not a

consultation, the hair – if it is not available in-house – is ordered.
The client then returns for a fitting, where their new hair is

medical or a wig shop one – this is something I feel so strongly

personalised to them. If the client is an NHS client, all paperwork

about.

is taken care of for them. If desired, clients can return with their

“All of our wigs and hairpieces are styled, cut and often
coloured and this is what makes us different. No two wigs leave
our salon the same.”
As hair loss comes in many forms, Nicola and her team work

hair for washing and styling on a regular basis.
Costs can vary, with budgets available for all. Wig prices can
start from just £100 and rise to £500+ for bespoke human hair
wigs, with NHS prescriptions also accepted.
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THE EXPORTER

Why the stamp
Made in Britain
still has clout
UK manufacturing excellence still opens plenty of doors around the
world – just ask the team at Billingham-based Tomlinson Hall, the
global pump distributors. Mark Lane reports

The Chinese are taking over the world,

His company is an approved global

apparently, when it comes to exporting

distributor of a wide range of leading

– or so we keep being told. Actually, as

pump brands – and a bona fide North

any experienced exporter will tell you,

East export success story.

the global export market is somewhat
more nuanced than that.
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“We have quality products that people
want,” he says. “British engineering and

Quality will always trump quantity

British engineered products are still

wherever you are in the world, and for

a fantastic benchmark for the rest of

some interesting anecdotal evidence

the world. I was told by a Vietnamese

of this, consider the words of Colin

official only recently that they love our

Simpson, business development

products because the Chinese ones are

director at Tomlinson Hall. (pictured)

unreliable!”
While we’re not going to use this
as a basis for denigrating all Chinesemade products – there are good and

the past year, leading to record sales.

bad products from all countries – it is

The business has now exported to no

interesting that I have heard similar

less than 72 countries, with Colin proudly

stories before. If anything, such stories

telling me that the most recent of these

serve as a measure of the quality and

was Cameroon.

attention to detail of British-made

Exporting is about relationships,

products and the fact that our exporters

points out Colin – this is a people

can hold their heads high in global

business. Accordingly, when discussing

markets – Brexit or no Brexit.

expansion, he is keen to specifically

Touching on this point, Colin makes
an eminently sensible suggestion. “Like
many businesses we don’t know what

mention people in his team responsible
for the success being enjoyed.
He says: “We are enjoying increased

the final product of Brexit will look like,”

sales to southeast Asia, which follows

he says. “However, like the millennium

excellent client service and development

bug that didn’t happen, our view as a

by our in-house export department.

business is that we should go on the

Shirley Simpson, who heads the export

front foot and look to strengthen our

department, supported by Shanene and

relationships both close to home with

Sara, regularly attend events hosted

our near European neighbours.”

by the North East England Chamber

Tomlinson Hall has grown its export
activity by a remarkable 40 per cent in

of Commerce and Department for
International Trade (DIT) officers to

“We are also in a
unique position as a
pump manufacturer
and are proud to be one
of the few companies
to wholly manufacture
a British pump – the
Liquivac – a very
innovative and niche
pump that is exported
across the globe”
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keep abreast of an ever-changing export
market and regulations.
“We also benefit greatly by having

pump that is exported across the globe.”
Awards, inevitably, have been won
by Tomlinson Hall, which was recently

wonderful support from our local

named as one of the DIT’s North East’s

DIT representatives. Stephen Muir in

2019 Northern Powerhouse Export

particular has been a constant source of

Champions for the second consecutive

support to us as a business since 2013/14

year. It was also awarded SME of the

and we consider him to be very much

year at the 2019 North East Automotive

part of our team.”

Alliance Awards, and runners-up in both

Tomlinson Hall has the benefit
of having built an incredibly strong
relationship with various pump

the Innovation and Export sections at
the 2019 North East Businesses Awards.
The company is also celebrating for

manufacturers to the extent that it has

other reasons this year. 2019 is its 100th

been named as the sole distributor in the

year in business having been founded in

UK for leading pumps including DEPA,

1919 by Alfred Tomlinson and Frank Hall,

ELRO and Richter.

the former being the grandfather of the

Adds Colin: “We are also in a unique

present managing director Tony Keville.

position as a pump manufacturer and are

A centenary birthday coupled with

proud to be one of the few companies to

great prospects and record revenues

wholly manufacture a British pump – the

have ensured 2019 is a year which will

Liquivac – a very innovative and niche

last long in the memory for the business.

TOMLINSON HALL
www.tomlinson-hall.co.uk
@TomlinsonHall

AREA FOCUS: NORTHUMBERLAND

A chance for change as county
embraces new order
Mark Lane talks to Bernicia’s John Johnston, the incoming chairman of the North East England Chamber
of Commerce Northumberland Area Committee, about how increased self-autonomy can be used to the
advantage of the county
John Johnston, chief executive officer
www.bernicia.com
@BerniciaGroup

It is a time of notable change in

the incoming chairman of the North

subsidiaries that provide high quality

Northumberland. In the past few months,

East England Chamber of Commerce

block and facilities management, estate

legislation has been passed which will

Northumberland Area Committee.

agency, private rented and open spaces

see the creation of a new authority

Devolution will unquestionably have an

management.

covering Newcastle, Northumberland

impact on the work of the organisation

and North Tyneside, as well as an elected

John heads up given its scale and

sell and manage homes, provide estate

mayor.

strategic importance in the area.

and facilities management and care

While not everyone has supported the
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Bernicia owns and manages 14,000

“As a group therefore we build, rent,

and support services to over 60,000
customers,” John explains.

devolution agenda, there is no doubt

properties, primarily for rent, across

that shifts towards self-autonomy for

the North East and is developing new

this part of the world offer a wealth of

homes across a range of property types

will be investing over £200m in new and

opportunity for the area and its business

and tenures. It provides housing and

existing homes and communities over

community. Indeed, for many, change

property-related services for single

the next five years.”

cannot come soon enough.

people, couples, families and older

One person who has been watching
this shift towards devolution closely is
John Johnston, chief executive officer
with housing association, Bernicia, and

“We employ over 550 people, and

John and his team recognise they

people, and care and support for those

have a broader role beyond that of

with additional requirements.

providing housing in the region, and

While predominantly a social landlord,

being a prominent member of the North

it also has successful commercial trading

East England Chamber enables them to
make their voices heard in the ongoing
debate about the future direction of the
region.
John adds: “We want to help develop
and deliver the strategic vision for the
North East and being an active member
of the Chamber is wholly consistent with
this aim.”
So what about the issue of
devolution? How does John see this
impacting the work of Bernicia? He says:
“I am a great supporter of the devolved
authority as I passionately believe that
from this we will have a real chance
to make a significant difference for
communities.
“What has impressed me is the
wholehearted support of the three
authorities to work together. As in

“Wherever you are in
Northumberland you
are a relatively short
journey away from
a stunning coastline
and Northumberland
castles country, and
within easy reach
of a number of
vibrant towns or the
Newcastle city region
with all advantages of
a major city”
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advantages of a major city.
“We have land and opportunities to
aid business growth, a willingness to
develop the skills that employers of the
future require and our communities have
demonstrated how hard-working and
dedicated they are.”
John also claims Northumberland has
much to offer the business community,
pointing out the area’s ambitious
most devolution deals it is hoped that

of the North East, and the fact that it

industrial growth plans linked to the

the funding and scale of the deal will

also lacks a major city – a Sunderland or

energy and offshore, health and life

increase over time but it is important

Newcastle – also holds it back in terms

science, digital and manufacturing

that the three members work together,

of economic development.

sectors.

as they obviously are, to deliver early

While accepting these issues bring

He adds: “We have a number of

challenges, John says he prefers to

substantial towns, including Ashington,

“concentrate on the many advantages

Berwick, Blyth and Hexham that have

transport, education, skills and training

that the county’s rural and urban make-

huge potential and we have a stunning

issues appear to be the correct ones

up offers”.

and well-connected rural landscape from

wins.
“The focus on economic growth,

and addressing those of housing,
closing inequality gaps, poverty and

He says: “Wherever you are in
Northumberland you are a relatively

which to grow our tourism economy.
“There are plans already in place

championing equality and diversity are

short journey away from a stunning

to improve transport, including re-

extremely welcome.”

coastline and Northumberland

establishing passenger rail travel via the

castles country, and within easy

Northumberland to Newcastle line, with

that Northumberland’s rural nature

reach of a number of vibrant towns

the aim to have the first passenger trains

places it at a disadvantage to other parts

or the Newcastle city region with all

running by 2022.”

Some commentators have claimed

MEET THE TEAM: MARTIN POTTS

Why a people culture is at the
heart of Chamber’s vision
North East England Chamber of Commerce people and performance manager, Martin Potts, explains to Mark
Lane how people issues can have a huge impact on morale, performance and organisational culture
Think about the many services offered by the North East
England Chamber of Commerce, and at their heart are people.

Martin has added a Masters degree in HR management to

Bright people, enthusiastic people, people with great knowledge

his qualifications and is working towards an MBA in senior

and a passion for helping businesses – these are necessary

leadership on a part-time basis at Northumbria University.

qualities in any top class advisory organisation.

Talking to him, his passion and enthusiasm for his work at the

The Chamber places a huge emphasis on these areas, and

Chamber stands out. Moreover, he is clearly determined to be

spearheading efforts on this front is Martin Potts, its people and

at the forefront of the latest thinking on people management

performance manager.

and development so that he can better support staff within the

Martin is responsible for all things people-related across the

Chamber to develop their careers.

Chamber, whether that be performance management, employee

His thoughts on such issues are interesting and applicable to

engagement, coaching and training, recruitment, and all manner

all organisations which the Chamber works with. He says: “Even

of other HR issues which crop up on a day to day basis.

in my relatively short career, I have witnessed the shift in HR

He initially joined the organisation as a graduate HR
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they can perform and be the best they can be.”

which has been changing for some time. There was a shift from

administrator back in 2010 after doing a degree in business and

Personnel to Human Resources to acknowledge the value of

human resource management. He left for a period in 2014 to

employees as a resource and now we are seeing a further shift

work for the charity arm of Sunderland Football Club, before

and, in my opinion, for the better.

returning just under a year later to take up the role of HR
manager – an opportunity he felt was too good to miss.
“After a number of years learning my trade, working in various

“Employee expectations are also changing which means
organisations must adapt and support things like work life
balance and mental health awareness. We’ve worked hard
on these agendas in the past couple of years and we can see

“People are the reason for your
success and should feel valued and
appreciated when they’ve done a
good job, but of course it also works
the other way”

positive results.”
Finally, I asked his advice for the region’s businesses where
the management of employees is concerned. Martin replies:
“People are the reason for your success and should feel valued
and appreciated when they’ve done a good job, but of course it
also works the other way.”
He adds: “If there are any underlying people issues it cannot
be underestimated how much of a negative impact that can
have on morale, performance and organisational culture. Acting
in a timely matter to resolve such issues is so important, even if

HR roles with differing levels of responsibility, I felt it was the
right time in my career to move into a senior HR position, one

some difficult discussions must take place.
“Taking time to understand your workforce, as individuals

which would provide a challenge and fulfil my ambitions as a HR

rather than a number and treating them in the right way by

professional,” he says.

giving them the tools and equipment to carry out their role and

Elaborating on his role, he adds: “I work in a standalone role
and manage all aspects of the people cycle. My role is to lead

rewarding them reduces the chances of people issues arising.”
He concludes: “People feel a loyalty and want to do a good

the organisation’s people-focused strategies with a strong focus

job when they enjoy where they work and feel like they are

on employee engagement to help the Chamber achieve its goals

respected. You’ve got to enjoy what you do and thankfully

through its people.

working for the Chamber my experience of dealing with

“We have made a conscious effort in recent years to create a
positive culture, one which motivates and encourages people so

negative people issues are quite limited and I’d like to keep it
that way!”

Martin Potts
martin.potts@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberMP
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UPCOMING EVENTS

M AY 2 3 , 8 . 3 0 -1 1 . 4 5A M

CHAMBER
ANNUAL
BUSINESS
D E BAT E & AG M
The Chamber AGM at Ramside Hall is
an excellent opportunity to grow your
network by meeting hundreds of other
Chamber members from across our
great region. As well as hearing from our
chief executive; James Ramsbotham,
2019 will see a new addition to this
hugely popular event with the inaugural
Chamber Annual Business Debate,
focusing on the issues facing the region’s
business community going forward.
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JUNE 20, 10.30AM-12.30PM

C H A M B E R STA N D U P A N D B E CO U N T E D
A great opportunity to sell your business, raise your profile and meet new contacts at the Black Bull, Moulton. This is a lively and fun
event with each business delivering a 60-second presentation to other delegates in the room with informal networking before and after
the event. Predominantly this event is attended by a mix of our essentials and small members in the local area from all sectors.

JUNE 13, 11AM-2PM

CHAMBER
EXCHANGE
Our flagship monthly networking event
visits the Village Hotel, North Tyneside in
June and is expected to attract our usual
120+ mix of organisations from across
North East England. Book early to secure
your place, and enjoy a free networking
lunch, while growing your knowledge and
sharing experiences and ideas with other
Chamber members.

UPCOMING EVENTS

JUNE 6, 12-7PM

CHAMBER GOLF
D AY
Kindly sponsored by Emirates, one of
the Chamber’s most popular summer
networking days visits the beautiful
Northumberland countryside, and
Macdonald Linden Hall. Join us for
this informal golf day, designed to
bring you and other businesses from
across the region together to share
ideas and develop contacts and
business opportunities in a relaxed and
informal atmosphere, with 18 holes of
Championship Golf and a private dinner
with prize giving.

J U LY 1 7 , 9 . 3 0 A M - 3 P M

INSPIRING
FEMALES
CONFERENCE
Now in its seventh year, the
Chamber Inspiring Females
Conference held at Ramside
Hall Hotel aims to inspire and
connect women in business
across the North East of
England with this annual
event as part of our Inspiring
Females programme of events.
The conference will feature
speakers and panellists from
J U N E 27, 3-6 P M

PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION
A brand new addition to the Chamber’s networking programme for 2019, this special event
at the Discovery Museum will introduce our new President to Chamber members. With an
informal exhibition of our members showcasing the best of what our fantastic members
have to offer, the event will feature a welcome from the President, a selection of summer
refreshments and a great opportunity to grow your network at what will be one of our
flagship events of the summer programme.

business and public life in the
North East highlighting the
success stories of women in
business in the region, and
tackling the issues that will
help ensure the role of women
in our business community
continues to accelerate in the
years to come.

For further information about all Chamber events, visit - www.neechamber.co.uk/events, or contact the Chamber Events Team at
events@neechamber.co.uk or 0300 303 6322
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EVENTS

ALL-NEW
CO N TAC T L AU N C H
The Chamber welcomed 250+ attendees
to Sage Gateshead to reveal the all-new
Contact magazine, produced by the
innovative publishing team behind North
East Times. The event kicked-off with
informal networking, giving attendees
an opportunity to share ideas and
knowledge with other businesses and
organisations from across the region
before taking a seat in Sage Two, to
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hear from James Ramsbotham, chief
executive of the Chamber and John
Duns, director at North East Times.
This was followed by a panel discussion
around the opportunities and challenges
for North East-based businesses trading
beyond Europe. Guest panellists joined
chair, James Ramsbotham, including
Jonathan Walker, assistant director of
policy at the Chamber, Alison Cowie,
editor of North East Times, Neil Herron,
managing director of Grid Smarter
Cities, and Louise Hunter, director of
corporate affairs at Northumbrian Water.

EVENTS
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EVENTS

NEWCASTLE
EXCHANGE
The Chamber’s flagship networking
event visited the brand new Newcastle
Eagles Community Arena. Members
enjoyed a tour of the fantastic new
facilities in Newcastle East End while
networking with over 120 businesses
from across our region.
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EVENTS

CHAMBER LOCAL
Attendees visited the newly refurbished
conferencing facilities and The Retreat
Spa at County Durham’s Redworth
Hall. Chamber Local events are great
for mixing and mingling with other
members in the local area in an informal
and relaxed environment, visiting
different venues across the North East.
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EVENTS

CHAMBER EXPO
The Chamber Showcase at the region’s
largest EXPO enjoyed yet another great
event with 1000+ attendees meeting
Chamber members and businesses from
all across the North East and further
afield. A number of seminars including
those by Chamber international trade
director, Julie Underwood and Chamber
member Oatien helped members
grow their knowledge whilst also
providing the opportunity to grow their
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network, visiting nearly 200 exhibitors
from a variety of North East-based
organisations and businesses.
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